WHEN'S IN A NAME?
Leonard R. N. Ashley

Ashley's book gives the facts behind the names of persons, places and things: how forenames have their origins, where surnames had their roots, name trends and fashions, name crazes, names in magic and the occult, middle names and nicknames, trick names and married names, place names, street names, the psychology of names, naming practices around the world, personal factors in naming, tips for giving a child a good name, what names tell us about ourselves...you name it, it's here!


IN SEARCH OF YOUR CANADIAN ROOTS. Tracking Your Family Tree in Canada. Third Edition
Angus Baxter

Mr. Baxter discusses the great migrations of Scots, Irish, English, Germans, Huguenots, Ukrainians, and Jews to Canada, and describes the national archives in Ottawa. The author also provides a province-by-province survey the records and record repositories in each of the ten provinces and the Yukon and Northwest territories.


IN SEARCH OF YOUR GERMAN ROOTS. A Complete Guide to Tracking Your Ancestors in the Germanic Areas of Europe. Fifth Edition
Angus Baxter

This fifth edition helps you trace your German ancestry, not only in Germany but in all the German-speaking areas of Europe. All of the major archives and many of the smaller ones, as well as church parishes, have websites containing contact information and information on their holdings. An ever-increasing number of Internet databases with information relevant to German ancestor-hunters—passenger lists, cemetery records, surname directories, etc.—has greatly improved opportunities for research. This fifth edition highlights all of the recently developed, making it the most current and comprehensive guide to German roots available.

5th ed., xiii, 125 pp., indexed, paper. 2015. ISBN 9780806320113. zGPC 398. $21.95

ROOTS FOR KIDS: A Genealogy Guide for Young People. 2nd Edition
Susan Proestor Beller

Roots for Kids is based on a twelve-week course the author developed for her fourth grade class. While the book is suitable for teachers seeking to supplement their social studies curriculum with material on family history, it will be used principally by a wide range of young people in their first attempt at genealogical research. The author takes the young readers through an introduction to genealogy, then to discussions of their families and their parents’ families, teaching them how to ask questions, how to organize their materials, and how to use the Internet to conduct research in local, state, and national records. With its emphasis on the Internet, this second edition explains how easy it is for youngsters to explore genealogy databases and to tap into the online resources of libraries and historical societies.

2nd ed. 8½" x 11". 104 pp., illus., indexed, paper. 2007. ISBN 9780806317779. zGPC 422. $24.50

CARMACK’S GUIDE TO COPYRIGHT & CONTRACTS. A Primer for Genealogists, Writers & Researchers
Sharon DeBartolo Carmack

Sooner or later, every researcher, writer, or teacher must struggle with one of the following issues: Do I need permission to use something off the Internet? Can I reproduce a newspaper obituary on my ancestor without permission? How do I know whether something is in the public domain? Does copyright protect my website? Can I publish my ancestor’s diary without anyone’s permission? Is my lecture or lesson protected by copyright? If I write something for my genealogical society as a volunteer, who owns the copyright? Do I need permission to download GEDCOM files? This easy-to-understand guide answers all these questions, explaining copyright laws, rights, and publishing agreements and how these apply to genealogists, writers, and researchers.


THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO USING TAX LISTS
Cornellius Carroll

This guide is a primer for making the best genealogical use of tax lists. The author differentiates between tax lists, quit rents, tithables, militia lists, censuses, and similar records and the laws that applied to them. He demonstrates how tax lists can be used for determining parentage, birth and death dates, indentured servitude, slavery, manumission, and racial status. They can be used, in conjunction with other records, to help determine the parenthood of a female, the date of a marriage, migration routes, and the accuracy of family traditions.

9½" x 11". 60 pp., illus., paper, (1996), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806347073. zCFC 9201. $22.50

THE COMPLETE BEGINNER’S GUIDE to Genealogy, the Internet, and Your Genealogy Computer Program. Updated Edition
Karen Clifton

This book shows how to combine traditional research methods in the National Archives, the LDS Family History Library, and other major resource centers with today’s technology: how to conduct research in courthouse records, censuses, and vital records using the new technologies of computers and the Internet. It shows you how to organize your family papers; how to enter information into a genealogy computer program so that you can easily manage, store and retrieve your data; how to analyze the data and place it in various tables, charts, and forms; and how to put together a family history notebook—all the while using conventional record sources with a modern search and retrieval system.

The updated edition contains references to current URLs and databases, discusses new genealogy software options, describes the latest procedures at FamilySearch, and includes a revision of the census chapter to reflect the release of the 1930 census.

9½" x 11". 360 pp., illus., indexed, paper. 2010. ISBN 9780806310722. zGPC 1047. $47.00

THE SLEUTH BOOK FOR GENEALOGISTS. Strategies for More Successful Family History Research
Emily Anne Croom

What do you do when you hit the proverbial brick wall? Try gleaning advice from literary sleuths like Miss Marple, Sherlock Holmes, and Hercule Poirot! That’s what expert genealogist Emily Anne Croom does in this entertaining book, popular author and speaker Sharon Carmack explains exactly what it takes to create a compelling, highly readable, and entirely true story, whether you decide to write a biography, family history narrative, or memoir. Ms. Carmack covers each element step-by-step, showing you how to: (1) select the best type of family history to write, (2) decide on a theme, (3) conduct efficient research to flesh out a narrative, (4) put subjects in the context of social history, and (5) get the words down on paper.

The various methods of cross-referencing notes for purposes of retrieval and evaluation. Section four describes Ahnentafel numbering, and section five discusses descen- dancy numbering and the merits of the three main numbering systems—the Register, Record, and Henry systems—plus Dol- larhide’s own combined Ahnentafel/Henry numbering system. This edition features new material on computer software and CD databases.

8½” x 11”. 98 pp., paper. (1999), reprot. 2001. ISBN 9780806312224. #GPC 1495. $22.50

CHEROKEE CONNECTIONS. By Myra V. Gormley. See #GPC 2271, p. 14.

REUNION PLANNER

Phyllis A. Hackleman

Mrs. Hackleman knows the reunion busi- ness first-hand, and her book is a virtual A-to-Z guide to these kinds of gatherings. The contents include: choosing the proper kind of reunion; recruting volunteers; selecting the time and place; creating the program; guest speakers; budgeting; notifying the participants and promoting the event; meals and decorations; accommodations and transportation; souvenirs and fund raisers; photographers and videographers; building a genealogy; and finishing touches from road signs to thank-you notes, and more. Profusely illustrated and indexed.

135 pp., illus., maps, indexed, paper. (1993), reprot. 2010. ISBN 9780806345598. #GPC 9575. $21.00

SUSTAINABLE GENEALOGY: Separating Fact from Fiction in Family Legends

Richard Hite

This book explains how to avoid the traps many family historians can fall into, whether it’s a proud family legend, a venerable publication, or the claims of an Internet family tree. Mr. Hite demonstrates that many are the treasured family stories that have fallen under the lens of careful research, as well as of primary sources and DNA testing. Here are a few of the lessons that can guide you in your research: recognizing when identical surnames conceal different nationalities; understanding when and why death certificates can be wrong; knowing when ancestors’ middle names are not family names; respecting the role of geography in establishing ancestral ties; taking the genealogies of 19th-century “mug books” with a grain of salt; accepting that all relationships must be chrono- logically plausible.

126 pp., illus., paper. (2013). ISBN 9780806319827. #GPC 2752. $20.95

A GENEALOGIST’S REFRESHER COURSE.

Second Edition

Judy Jacobson

This work is a collection of first-hand experiences, do’s and don’ts, and privileged information. The author emphasizes the importance of verifying our findings against the original (primary) sources and not relying on second- ary, or published, accounts as the foundation for our genealogies. One of the most valuable chapters contains a list of nearly 100 different kinds of alternative sources of genealogical information that researchers may fail to consult. This second edition features a new chapter on the records of lineage, hereditary, and other special organizations.


Judy Jacobson

This work consists of specific historical time lines that answer basic questions about our forebears. For example, if you are trying to learn when your ancestors left one place for another, it would be helpful to ask if it had to do with a military conflict, social injustice, religion, disease, economic hardship, or a natural disaster. No matter what the explanation, the author has a time line that could lead to the information.

Mrs. Jacobson dissects American history into scores of time lines: the Industrial Revolution, American immigration, the Labor Movement, technological changes, internal migration patterns, epidemics, the history of each of the 50 states, and, in brief, for the rest of North America, Europe, and much, much more!

x, 310 pp., indexed, paper. 2016. ISBN 9780806357683. #CFC 8250. $41.00

GENEALOGY AS PASTIME AND PROFESSION. 2nd Edition

Donald L. Jacobus

Written in a clear and graceful style, this classic work describes the principles of genealogical research, the evaluation of evidence, and the relationship of genealogy to chronology, eugenics, and the law; it also discusses early nomenclature, royal ancestry, the use of source material, and the methods of compiling family history.

2nd ed. 120 pp., paper. (1968), reprot. 1999. ISBN 9780806301884. #CFC 2975. $12.50


HOW TO FIND YOUR FAMILY HISTORY IN U.S. CHURCH RECORDS: A Genealogical Guide, with Specific Resources for Major Christian Denominations before 1900

Sunny Jane Morton and Harold A. Henderson, CG

This guide book takes readers step-by-step through the process of identifying, locating, and gaining access to these genealogical gems. In these records you may find ancestors’ births, maiden or married names, marriage details, deaths, family relationships, other residences, and even immigrants’ official birthplaces. You may uncover information about ancestors who have been unnamed in other records—women, children, ethnic minorities, immigrants, and the poor. You may find details about your ancestors recorded long before the existence of civil records.

8½” x 11”. 154 pp., illus., indexed, paper. 2019. ISBN 9780806320953. #GPC 3911. $29.95
THE RESEARCHER’S GUIDE TO AMERICAN GENEALOGY, Fourth Edition
Val D. Greenwood
In every field of study there is one book that rises above the rest in stature and authority and becomes the standard work in the field. In genealogy that book is The Researcher’s Guide. It is the text of choice in colleges and universities or wherever courses in American genealogy are taught. While it instructs the researcher in the timeless principles of genealogical research, it also identifies the most current classes of records and research tools, gives their locations, explains their uses, and evaluates each of them in the context of the research process.

This 4th edition has been completely updated, incorporating all the latest developments, principles, and resources relevant to family history research. There are now two chapters about technology as it relates to family history research, including major family history websites and Internet resources. Virtually every chapter provides information on Internet websites pertinent to the subject discussed in that chapter. “Recommended as the most comprehensive how-to book on American genealogical and local history research,”—Library Journal

4th ed.; 778 pp., illus., indexed. paper. 2017. ISBN 9780806320663. #GPC 2364. $49.95

THE HIDDEN HALF OF THE FAMILY. A Sourcebook for Women's Genealogy
Christina K. Schaefer
The first part of the book discusses the special ways women are dealt with in federal records such as immigration records, passports, naturalization records, census enumerations, land records, military records, and records dealing with minorities. The bulk of this reference work, however, deals with the individual states, showing how their laws, records, and resources can be used in determining female identity. Each state section contains a detailed listing of eight key categories of information: (1) Marriage and Divorce (marriage and divorce laws and where to find marriage and divorce records); (2) Property and Inheritance (women’s legal status in a state as reflected in statute law, code, and legislative acts); (3) Suffrage; (4) Citizenship; (5) Census Information; (6) Other laws affecting women); (7) Bibliography; and (8) Selected Resources for Women’s History.

8½” x 11”. 310 pp., illus., indexed. paper. (1999). repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806315829. #GPC 5179. $47.00

A GENEALOGIST’S GUIDE TO DISCOVERING YOUR AFRICAN-AMERICAN ANCESTORS. How to Find and Record Your Unique Heritage
Franklin Carter Smith & Emily Anne Croom
This book is unique because it includes methods for successful research in slavery-era records as well as strategies to help you identify your ancestors’ slaveholder and slaveholding family. Case studies from various states and time periods tell the stories of real families whose lives were recorded in public records that you too can use. Discovering your family history can be a power-

THE CENTER. A Guide to Genealogical Research in the National Capital Area
Christina K. Schaefer
This book identifies those resources in the Washington, D.C. area that will aid family historians in tracing their ancestors (the National Archives, Library of Congress, the DAR Library, the National Genealogical Society, and many more). Under each facility listed there is a survey of key record holdings, with a description of the records, a summary of their contents, an explanation of their organization, and directions for their use.


A GUIDE TO NATURALIZATION RECORDS OF THE UNITED STATES
Christina K. Schaefer
Arranged by state, county, and city, this Guide identifies all repositories of naturalization records, systematically indicating the types of records held, their dates of coverage, and the location of original and microfilm records. The Guide also pinpoints the whereabouts of federal court records in all National Archives facilities. It identifies all information that is available on microfilm through the National Archives or the Family History Library system. Records that are available on microfilm through other facilities have also been included. This work also includes a history of naturalization and citizenship, an appendix on Native American tribal citizenship records, hard-to-find information on the records of Japanese and Chinese Americans, and records of interment of American citizens by the U.S. Government.


GEOGRAPHICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE COLONIAL AMERICAS: A Complete Dictionary of the Records of All the Countries of the Western Hemisphere
Christina K. Schaefer
Ms. Schaefer shows the researcher where to find the most important genealogical records of the colonial period and how to access them. Equally important, she has defined the various classes of records in each country, identified as many of them as is practicable, provided historical background and brief sketches of the records themselves, added a description of the principal holdings of the major repositories of each country, and has interwoven selected reading lists throughout. The subject matter covers the colonial records of all the Americas, from Latin America through other facilities have also been included. This work also includes a history of naturalization and citizenship, an appendix on Native American tribal citizenship records, hard-to-find information on the records of Japanese and Chinese Americans, and records of interment of American citizens by the U.S. Government.


A GENEALOGIST’S GUIDE TO DISCOVERING YOUR AFRICAN-AMERICAN ANCESTORS. How to Find and Record Your Unique Heritage
Franklin Carter Smith & Emily Anne Croom
This book is unique because it includes methods for successful research in slavery-era records as well as strategies to help you identify your ancestors’ slaveholder and slaveholding family. Case studies from various states and time periods tell the stories of real families whose lives were recorded in public records that you too can use. Discovering your family history can be a power-

THE CENTER. A Guide to Genealogical Research in the National Capital Area
Christina K. Schaefer
This book identifies those resources in the Washington, D.C. area that will aid family historians in tracing their ancestors (the National Archives, Library of Congress, the DAR Library, the National Genealogical Society, and many more). Under each facility listed there is a survey of key record holdings, with a description of the records, a summary of their contents, an explanation of their organization, and directions for their use.


A GUIDE TO NATURALIZATION RECORDS OF THE UNITED STATES
Christina K. Schaefer
Arranged by state, county, and city, this Guide identifies all repositories of naturalization records, systematically indicating the types of records held, their dates of coverage, and the location of original and microfilm records. The Guide also pinpoints the whereabouts of federal court records in all National Archives facilities. It identifies all information that is available on microfilm through the National Archives or the Family History Library system. Records that are available on microfilm through other facilities have also been included. This work also includes a history of naturalization and citizenship, an appendix on Native American tribal citizenship records, hard-to-find information on the records of Japanese and Chinese Americans, and records of interment of American citizens by the U.S. Government.


GEOGRAPHICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE COLONIAL AMERICAS: A Complete Dictionary of the Records of All the Countries of the Western Hemisphere
Christina K. Schaefer
Ms. Schaefer shows the researcher where to find the most important genealogical records of the colonial period and how to access them. Equally important, she has defined the various classes of records in each country, identified as many of them as is practicable, provided historical background and brief sketches of the records themselves, added a description of the principal holdings of the major repositories of each country, and has interwoven selected reading lists throughout. The subject matter covers the colonial records of all the Americas, from Latin America through other facilities have also been included. This work also includes a history of naturalization and citizenship, an appendix on Native American tribal citizenship records, hard-to-find information on the records of Japanese and Chinese Americans, and records of interment of American citizens by the U.S. Government.


A GENEALOGIST’S GUIDE TO DISCOVERING YOUR AFRICAN-AMERICAN ANCESTORS. How to Find and Record Your Unique Heritage
Franklin Carter Smith & Emily Anne Croom
This book is unique because it includes methods for successful research in slavery-era records as well as strategies to help you identify your ancestors’ slaveholder and slaveholding family. Case studies from various states and time periods tell the stories of real families whose lives were recorded in public records that you too can use. Discovering your family history can be a power-

THE CENTER. A Guide to Genealogical Research in the National Capital Area
Christina K. Schaefer
This book identifies those resources in the Washington, D.C. area that will aid family historians in tracing their ancestors (the National Archives, Library of Congress, the DAR Library, the National Genealogical Society, and many more). Under each facility listed there is a survey of key record holdings, with a description of the records, a summary of their contents, an explanation of their organization, and directions for their use.


A GUIDE TO NATURALIZATION RECORDS OF THE UNITED STATES
Christina K. Schaefer
Arranged by state, county, and city, this Guide identifies all repositories of naturalization records, systematically indicating the types of records held, their dates of coverage, and the location of original and microfilm records. The Guide also pinpoints the whereabouts of federal court records in all National Archives facilities. It identifies all information that is available on microfilm through the National Archives or the Family History Library system. Records that are available on microfilm through other facilities have also been included. This work also includes a history of naturalization and citizenship, an appendix on Native American tribal citizenship records, hard-to-find information on the records of Japanese and Chinese Americans, and records of interment of American citizens by the U.S. Government.


GEOGRAPHICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE COLONIAL AMERICAS: A Complete Dictionary of the Records of All the Countries of the Western Hemisphere
Christina K. Schaefer
Ms. Schaefer shows the researcher where to find the most important genealogical records of the colonial period and how to access them. Equally important, she has defined the various classes of records in each country, identified as many of them as is practicable, provided historical background and brief sketches of the records themselves, added a description of the principal holdings of the major repositories of each country, and has interwoven selected reading lists throughout. The subject matter covers the colonial records of all the Americas, from Latin America through other facilities have also been included. This work also includes a history of naturalization and citizenship, an appendix on Native American tribal citizenship records, hard-to-find information on the records of Japanese and Chinese Americans, and records of interment of American citizens by the U.S. Government.

ful experience that also allows you to create a special legacy for your loved ones.

8½” x 11”, 256 pp., illus., indexed, paper (2008), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806317885. #GPC 5455. $41.50

READING EARLY AMERICAN HANDWRITING
Kip Sperry
This book explains techniques for reading early American documents. It provides samples of alphabets and letter forms, defines terms and abbreviations commonly used in early American documents such as wills, deeds and church records, and, furthermore, presents numerous examples of these records. Each document—nearly 100 of them at various stages of complexity—appears with the author’s transcription on a facing page, enabling the reader to check his own transcription. Also covered are numbers and roman numerals, dates and the change from the Julian Calendar to the Gregorian Calendar, abbreviations and contractions, and standard terms found in early American records.

8½” x 11”, 289 pp., illus., paper. (1998), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806308463. #GPC 5513. $36.00

UNDERSTANDING COLONIAL HANDWRITING
Harriet Stryker-Rodda
The author has developed a simple technique for reading colonial handwriting. Here she presents examples of colonial letter forms and script, showing the letter forms in the process of development and marking the ways in which they differ from later letter forms. She also provides a comparison of English and American handwriting and examples of name forms and signatures, all to bear out her central thesis, that the reader must find meaning in a group of symbols without needing to see each letter of which the whole is composed.

26 pp., paper. (1986), repr. 2007. ISBN 9780806311531. #GPC 5647. $8.00

GENERAL REFERENCE & FINDING AIDS

AMERICAN PLACE NAMES OF LONG AGO.
A Republication of the Index to Craim’s Unrivaled Atlas of the World as Based on the Census of 1890
Gilbert S. Bahn
This is an index of over 100,000 place names of “every county, city, town, village, and post-office in the United States [showing] the population of the same according to the Census of 1890.” This index was prepared from the 1890 U.S. census before it was destroyed. It is of critical importance to the genealogist because most genealogical research takes place on the county level, and in Craim’s index all 100,000 places—large and small—are tied to a specific county. Each entry, in alphabetical order within states, gives the place name, the county in which the place is located, and the population of the place at the time of the census.

347 pp., indexed, paper. (1890), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806315577. #GPC 225. $38.00

COUNTY COURTHOUSE BOOK. 3rd Edition
Elizabeth Petty Bentley
Elizabeth P. Bentley’s new edition is a complete overhaul of the 2nd edition of 1995, and it is up-to-date and more useful than ever. It provides a reliable guide to American county courthouses, giving current addresses and phone numbers, information about the coverage and availability of key courthouse records such as probate, land, naturalization, and vital records, and timely advice on the whole range of services available at the courthouse. Where available it also gives current websites and e-mail addresses. Besides its obvious genealogical uses, the County Courthouse Book can also be used for land title searches, legal investigations, questions of property rights and inheritance, and indeed personal searches and investigations of all kinds.

3rd ed. 8½” x 11”, 332 pp., paper. 2009. ISBN 9780806317977. #GPC 425. $60.95

THE GENEALOGIST’S ADDRESS BOOK.
6th Edition
Elizabeth Petty Bentley
Now in its 6th edition, this directory gives you access to all the key sources of genealogical information, providing names, addresses, phone numbers, fax numbers, e-mail addresses, websites, names of contact persons, and other pertinent information for more than 27,000 organizations, including libraries, archives, societies, government agencies, vital records offices, professional bodies, publications, research centers, and special interest groups.

Based on a written survey of thousands of organizations and institutions across the country, and supplemented by information from printed and Internet sources, this new 6th edition has been extensively revised and updated, eliminating undeliverable addresses and defunct organizations, while adding thousands of additional sources. Besides new websites and e-mail addresses, the new edition features greatly expanded coverage of archival agencies and vital records offices, especially in the New England states and New York. In addition, it is now easier to use than ever, with all 27,000 entries divided into two easy-to-use sections.

6th ed. 8½” x 11”, 809 pp., indexed, paper. 2009. ISBN 9780806317960. #GPC 427. $75.95

OUR QUAKER ANCESTORS: Finding Them in Quaker Records
Ellen T. Berry & David A. Berry
Our Quaker Ancestors describes the types of Quaker records that are available, the location of the records, and the proper and effective use of those records, guiding the researcher through the pyramidal “meeting” structure to the records of birth, marriage, death, disownment, and removal.

The work begins with a history of the Quaker movement and a discussion of its organization and structure, particularly as it affects genealogical research. Later chapters describe Quaker migrations to and within America, the special types of records available for research, and the Berries’ very own methods for locating and using those records. There are chapters on record repositories and libraries with Quaker source material, non-Quaker repositories, and Quaker sources and repositories outside the U.S. together with a bibliography, maps of selected meeting locations, and a glossary of terms peculiar to the Society of Friends.


AMERICAN SETTLEMENTS AND MIGRATIONS. A Primer for Genealogists and Family Historians
Lloyd De Witt Bockstruck
This book provides a synopsis of the original patterns of settlement and migration for the U.S., with emphasis on the states and territories that were established between the colonial period and the mid-19th century. The text is arranged by region and thereunder by state. For each state the author examines pioneers’ places of origin, reasons for settlement, specific places of settlement, names of pioneering families, migrations within and between states, and more.

108 pp., indexed. paper. 2017. ISBN 9780806359314. #GPC 8125. $20.95

DENIZATIONS AND NATURALIZATIONS IN THE BRITISH COLONIES IN AMERICA, 1607–1775
Lloyd DeWitt Bockstruck
Colonial denization and naturalization records can be difficult to find, since their location varies from one colony to another. Lloyd Bockstruck has made the task of locating such records much easier by compiling a comprehensive register.

129 pp., paper. 2009. ISBN 9780806317951. #GPC 5446. $23.50

SOCIAL NETWORKING FOR GENEALOGISTS
Drew Smith
This book describes the wide array of social networking services that are now available online and highlights how these services can be used by genealogists, as well as the general public, to share information, photos, and videos with family, friends, and other researchers. Each chapter guides you through a unique category of social networking services using genealogy-related examples. From blogs and wikis to Facebook and Second Life, author Drew Smith shows you how to incorporate these powerful new tools into your family history research.

You’ll find pointers devoted to the following social networking services: Blogs, Collaborative editing, Genealogy-specific social networks, General social networking (Facebook), Photos & video sharing, Podcasts, RSS feeds, Wikis, and more. This book is intended to identify those kinds of social networking sites and services of most interest to genealogists.

Author Drew Smith, MLS, is an academic librarian with the University of South Florida in Tampa. An expert in digital genealogy, with a lifelong interest in family history research, he is Director of the Federation of Genealogical Societies and President of the Florida Genealogical Society of Tampa. He is also a regular contributor to Digital Genealogist magazine and is co-host of the weekly Genealogy Guys Podcast.

129 pp., paper. 2009. ISBN 9780806317951. #GPC 5446. $23.50
of British denization and naturalization records between 1607 and 1775 from a large body of published literature. He then expanded and improved the information on examining original source materials previously available to scholars. More than 13,000 persons are listed.

xv, 350 pp., indexed. pp. 2006. ISBN 9780806317540. #GPC 489. $38.00

THROUGH THE TAX ASSessor’S EYES: Enslaved People, Free Blacks, and Slaveholders in Early Nineteenth-Century Baltimore [Maryland]
Noreen J. Goodson and Donna Tyler Hollie
Based primarily on the tax assessor ledgers for 1813 and 1818 at the Baltimore City Archives, this work identifies all free black and slave owners in Baltimore by name, race, address, occupation, names/ages of slaves owned (if any), and sometimes by nationality and other particulars. The authors have supplemented the information with data from city directories, census records, books and journal articles about 19th-century Baltimore and Maryland, newspapers, court records, and biographies of some of the more prominent residents to illuminate the residents’ lives in a number of biographical sketches.

8½” x 11”, 264 pp., illus., indexed. pages. 2017. ISBN 9780806358581. #GPC 8210. $41.50

LOCATING YOUR ROOTS. Discover Your Ancestors Using Land Records
Patricia Law Hatcher
Land records—grants, deeds, mortgages, surveys, and more—are among the most valuable resources for genealogists. Land records are the most common records available for pioneer ancestors. This guide helps you to understand the various types of land records and how to locate them.

8½” x 11”, xii, 211 pp., indexed. paper. 2017. ISBN 9780806320373. #GPC 2595. $41.50

GERMAN-AMERICAN NAMES. Third Edition
George F. Jones
This A–Z dictionary of German-American names gives the spellings, meanings, and variants of about 18,000 names. A lengthy introduction discusses the development of German names, name sources, name variations, and some of the special characteristics of German-American names. The book also deals with the Americanization of some of these names, explaining the social and historical matters that contributed to the distinctive character of German-American names. The new third edition is longer than the earlier editions and has a number of new entries. 3rd ed. 354 pp., paper. 2006. ISBN 9780806317649. #GPC 3077. $16.00

INTERNATIONAL VITAL RECORDS HANDBOOK. Seventh Edition
Thomas Jay Kemp
This 7th edition gives persons needing certification of important life events (births, marriages, deaths, divorces, adoptions) complete, up-to-date information on where and how to request vital records. It also gives genealogists and historians a list of the location of databases, indexes, and other resources helpful to their research. This 7th edition includes copies of the application forms for all 50 states, Canada, the British Isles and Australia, and, where such forms do not exist, contact information for other countries around the world. Locating vital records and navigating your way through the various privacy laws and storage facilities can be difficult; this handbook makes the process immeasurably easier.

7th ed., 8½” x 11”, xvi, 756 pp., paper. 2017. ISBN 9780806320618. #GPC 3148. $84.95

HISPANIC SURNAMES AND FAMILY HISTORY
Lyman D. Platt
Dr. Platt has prepared an exhaustive review of the development of Hispanic surnames in Latin America and the Hispanic United States. One of the principal aims of the book is to show the dispersion and commonality of Hispanic surnames throughout the Americas. At the very heart of the book is a bibliography of Hispanic family histories in the U.S. and Latin America, certainly the most extensive list of its kind ever compiled.


HISPANIC SURNAME FAMILY HISTORY

Lyman D. Platt

AMERICAN SURNAME

Eldson C. Smith
Eldson Smith begins this work with a discussion of the development of hereditary surnames, and then he divides his subject into six broad categories: Classification of Surnames, Surnames from Father’s Name (patronymics), Surnames from Occupation or Office, Surnames from Description or Action (nickname), Surnames from Places, and Surnames Not Properly Included Elsewhere.

In these areas he expounds on such subjects as abbreviated names, surnames derived from animals, changes of names by immigrants, ethnic names, names indicating nationality, surnames from place names, European names, Asian names, names of blacks and Indians, surnames without vowels, surnames from Christian names, landscape names, Jewish names, surnames from history, garbled names, ethnic or odd names, and hyphenated names. In addition, he provides a list of the 2,000 most common surnames in the U.S. today.


Genealogy at a glance

This series is designed to cover the basic elements of genealogical research on selected topics. In just four 8½” x 11” pages laminated for heavy use, each ‘At a glance’ outline provides a quick reference to the facts you need to know in order to begin and proceed successfully with your research, allowing you to grasp the basics at a glance. Compiled by respected authorities, each outline is a distillation of the key ingredients in a given area of genealogical research. Each outline also includes a list of books for future reference and a list of online resources. Visit our website at www.genealocial.com to learn about the ebook versions available for these handy guides.

FAMILY HISTORY LIBRARY RESEARCH
Carolyn L. Barkley
The Family History Library of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City, Utah, contains the world’s largest collection of genealogical materials. This guide offers strategies for researching in the library’s major collections and advice on planning a trip to Salt Lake City.

You’ll also learn how to access the library’s online collection at any of the FamilySearch Centers worldwide.

2012. ISBN 9780806319667. #GPC 349. $9.95

FRENCH GENEALOGY RESEARCH
Claire Bettag
Consisting of Huguenots, Acadian refugees, and political exiles, this guide gives you tips on how to connect these individuals to France and trace them back through the earliest records. Because most records were created at the town level, identifying an ancestor’s town of origin is critical, and Mrs. Bettag provides many helpful tips on this and on how to access municipal archives and libraries.

2012. ISBN 9780806318899. #GPC 479. $9.95

GENETIC GENEALOGY BASICS. 2nd Ed.
Angie Bush
This guide gives you the facts about DNA testing, DNA testing companies, and DNA testing results. The author provides an overview of the three types of DNA tests and gives descriptions of the testing companies (those featured here were chosen because they provide a list of “genetic cousin” matches) and what you can expect from them. Most importantly, DNA test results give information about which of your most ancient ancestors originated and his ethnicity.

2019. ISBN 9780806320939. #GPC 847. $9.95

AMERICAN CEMETERY RESEARCH
Sharon DeBartolo Carmack
Ms. Carmack explains the various methods of finding an ancestor’s final resting place and guides you through the different types of cemeteries, if there are records and maps of cemetery plots. This guide also gives much practical advice for making a field trip to a cemetery.

2012. eBook. ISBN 9780806367231. #GPC 887. $5.95

ELLIS ISLAND RESEARCH
Sharon DeBartolo Carmack
This outline offers guidance through the millions of records related to the more than 2 million immigrants arriving at Ellis Island between 1892 and 1957. The records provide information on each passenger’s last place of residence, final destination in the U.S., if going to join a relative, the relative’s name and address, personal description, place of birth, and name and address of closest living relative in the native country. The key to the location of these records and how to use them is here in this outline.

2011. ISBN 9780806318444. #GPC 882. $9.95

FINDING FEMALE ANCESTORS
Sharon DeBartolo Carmack
Throughout history women left behind few records of themselves because they had few legal
rights. They have come to be known as the “hidden half” of the family, and they are notoriously difficult to research. With some basic instructions and a few well-placed suggestions, this guide shows you how to avoid the obstacles and create a complete family history.

2013. ISBN 9780806319674. #GPC 888. $9.95

IMMIGRATION RESEARCH
Sharon DeBartolo Carmack
This guide focuses on the need to determine your ancestor’s time and port of entry, then describes the vast body of passenger arrival records, where these records can be found, and how they are accessed—both in book form and in online databases. Most immigrants eventually became naturalized citizens, in the process creating another huge body of records maintained in courthouses and town halls as well as the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Bureau.

This guide provides clues to finding these records, along with citations to the best book and online sources.

2011. ISBN 9780806318905. #GPC 884. $9.95

ITALIAN GENEALOGY RESEARCH
Sharon DeBartolo Carmack
This guide covers not only immigration, naturalization, and census records here in the U.S., but also helps you find the town of origin of your immigrant ancestor. The town of origin is crucial because it is in the town archives where the most important records of birth, marriage, and death are kept. Many of these records are accessible on microfilm through branch facilities of the Family History Library in Salt Lake City. This guide also gives detailed lists of online sources offering everything from letter-writing guides to the most useful websites for locating Italian towns and surname databases.

2012. ISBN 9780806318998. #GPC 881. $9.95

POLISH GENEALOGY RESEARCH
Rosemary A. Chorzempa
This guide focuses on the basic elements of Polish research: history and emigration, locating the hometown, maps and gazetteers, geographical areas, and online databases. By locating the town of origin in Poland, the researcher can find the civil records that are key to finding the immigrant ancestors. Since language can be a serious problem in Polish research, Mrs. Chorzempa provides a chart giving the English, Latin, Polish, and German translations of Polish place names.

2013. eBook ISBN 9780806371610. #GPC 982. $5.95

SCOTTISH GENEALOGY RESEARCH
David Dobson
Mr. Dobson covers the use of emigration records as well as other Scottish records, including Church of Scotland parish records; post-1834 statutory records of births, marriages, and deaths; census returns from 1841 to 1901; records of wills and testaments; kirk session records; and census returns from 1841 to 1901; records of births, marriages, and deaths; and (3) check federal census records—probate, naturalization, land, marriage, wills and testaments; kirk session records; and census returns from 1841 to 1901; records of births, marriages, and deaths; and (3) check federal census records—probate, naturalization, land, marriage, wills and testaments; kirk session records; and census returns from 1841 to 1901; records of births, marriages, and deaths; and (3) check federal census records—probate, naturalization, land, marriage, wills and testaments; kirk session records; and census returns from 1841 to 1901; records of births, marriages, and deaths; and (3) check federal census records.

2014. eBook ISBN 9780806318738. #GPC 1464. $9.95

COURT RECORDS RESEARCH
Wendy Bebout Elliott
This guide identifies the major types of court records—probate, naturalization, land, marriage, tax, for example—and offers help in finding records at the county, state, and federal levels.

2014. eBook ISBN 9780806371627. #GPC 1626. $5.95

CHEROKEE GENEALOGY RESEARCH
Myra Vanderpool Gormley
This guide covers Cherokee history, surnames, migrations, and basic genealogical resources, de-
lished brand that it’s the first place many researchers turn to for information. This guide offers tips and insights to help you navigate the overwhelming variety of search options at Ancestry.com: how to search all these sources, how to search a category of collections, or search within a single database, how to get the most out of massive collections of genealogical records, how to add facts and narrative to existing family trees, how to build your own family history, and so much more!

2013. eBook. ISBN 9780806317166. #GPC 3890. $5.95

FAMILYSEARCH.ORG RESEARCH

George M. Morgan

FamilySearch is the family history arm of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The website is available to the public free of charge and offers search and browse access to all of its materials. This guide provides an outline of the site’s most useful features through primary navigation tools such as Family Tree, Memories, and Search.

2014. ISBN 9780806319957. #GPC 3891. $9.95

ALABAMA GENEALGY RESEARCH

Michael A. Ports

This guide begins with Alabama’s settlement background, in 1702, when the French established the first settlement in the area. It then highlights the primary and secondary record sources—vital, probate, military, land, and census records—the major repositories, and the most helpful online resources. The guide also gives research tips and references key publications, online databases, and websites throughout the text.

2019. ISBN 9780806320810. #GPC 4646. $9.95

GEORGIA GENEALGY RESEARCH

Michael A. Ports

After giving a background to Georgia’s settlement in 1732 through the formation of the last county in 1924, Ports explains that research should begin at the Georgia Archives, which houses original and microfilm copies of most county records—marriage, divorce, birth, death, probate, and land, lottery records. Ports also gives an overview of land grant records and tax records and identifies the major repositories and online resources useful to your research.

2017. ISBN 9780806320397. #GPC 4668. $9.95

KENTUCKY GENEALGY RESEARCH

Michael A. Ports

This guide begins with Kentucky’s settlement background, in 1774, and its statehood in 1792. It then describes the early settlers’ migration patterns from Virginia and North Carolina through the Cumberland Gap, and others from Pennsylvania and Maryland down the Ohio River. Ports then highlights the most important group of Kentucky records—vital, probate, military, tax, land, and county court records. Ports also offers research tips and references key publications, concluding a list of the major repositories containing records of interest to researchers and a description of useful online resources.

2019. ISBN 9780806320915. #GPC 4673. $9.95

MARYLAND GENEALGY RESEARCH

Michael A. Ports

Focusing on traditional record sources such as vital records, court, land, and probate records, this guide contains useful tips, research advice, analyses of the major record sources used in Maryland research and offers clues to finding those records in state and local repositories.

2014. ISBN 9780806319988. #GPC 4665. $9.95

MISSISSIPPI GENEALGY RESEARCH

Michael A. Ports

This guide begins with a background on the early settlements by the French, British, and Spanish. It then describes the influx of settlers, mostly from Georgia, the Carolinas, and Virginia. Ports then highlights the important records located at the county level, and recommends that research begin at the Mississippi Department of Archives and History, which houses original and microfilm copies of most county records. These include vital, probate, land, and military records, as well as colonial and territorial census records and tax records. The guide provides contact information for all of the most important record repositories and institutions, as well as a helpful list of online sources.

2019. ISBN 9780806320847. #GPC 4669. $9.95

NORTHERN GENEALGY RESEARCH

Michael A. Ports

This guide explains that genealogical research in this state must start at the county level, going back to 1732 through the formation of the last county. The research should start at the NC Office of Archives and History in Raleigh, which houses original or microfilm copies of most county records.

2014. ISBN 9780806320038. #GPC 4666. $9.95

OHIO GENEALGY RESEARCH

Michael A. Ports

This guide offers a quick overview of records, record repositories, and online resources, especially as found in county courthouses as well as the Ohio Network of American History Research Centers, positioned geographically around the largest metropolitan areas and coordinated by the Ohio History Center in Columbus.

2015. ISBN 9780806320137. #GPC 4667. $9.95

SOUTH CAROLINA GENEALGY RESEARCH

Michael A. Ports

This guide begins with South Carolina’s earliest settlements in 1663. It then gives critical details about the main record sources for research—vital, probate, military, land, tax, and county court records. The guide also includes contact information for the major repositories and online resources that provide the most valuable information for the family researcher. The guide is sprinkled throughout with research tips and references to special resources and publications as well as online resources.

2019. ISBN 9780806320854. #GPC 4671. $9.95

TENNESSEE GENEALGY RESEARCH

Michael A. Ports

This guide begins with Tennessee’s earliest settlements in the late 1760s. It then describes the important records located at the county level, and recommends that research begin at the Tennessee State Library and Archives, which houses original and microfilm copies of most county records. The guide includes details about the key record sources—vital, probate, military, tax, land, and court records—as well as contact information for the major repositories and online resources that provide information for the family researcher. Throughout are research tips and references to key websites and publications.

2019. ISBN 9780806320861. #GPC 4672. $9.95

OLD SOUTHWEST GENEALGY RESEARCH

Dorothy Williams Potter

The Old Southwest consisted of territory east of the Mississippi, including Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and parts of Louisiana and Florida. Settlers arriving from the Atlantic colonies were required to obtain passports for passage through this country, and after the Revolutionary War, settlers holding land were required to file proof of ownership. This entire body of records grew up in the pre-statehood period. This guide identifies the major documents collections containing public land records and passport and travel documents.

2013. ISBN 9780806319971. #GPC 4679. $9.95

REVOLUTIONARY WAR GENEALGY RESEARCH

Craig R. Scott

Mr. Scott provides step-by-step guidance to National Archives microfilm records, citations to the standard works on Revolutionary War genealogy, pension records, compiled service records, and records of lineage societies, explaining how they can be used and where they can be found. Mr. Scott covers the important records of the militia, state troops, and Continental troops, including muster rolls, pay rolls, bounty land records, and settled accounts.

2011. ISBN 9780806318868. #GPC 5210. $9.95

EVERNOTE

Drew Smith

Evernote is a free online service designed to capture and store nearly all kinds of digital information, including notes, handwriten text, audio files, photos, documents, web pages, and e-mail. Synchronized across all your devices, it organizes everything from notes and files to blogs and Internet articles. This guide explains how to access this useful electronic tool.

2015. eBook ISBN 9780806317757. #GPC 5448. $5.95

GERMAN GENEALGY RESEARCH

Ernest Thode

Mr. Thode guides the researcher through German records, then brings him to the American side of the story with an outline of emigration patterns and a guide to the massive body of German-American records most in use today. With information on ship’s passenger lists, surnames and given names, places of origin, and vital records, as well as citations to the best books and online sources, this guide gives you the key elements of a research strategy.

2011. eBook ISBN 9780806364919. #GPC 5759. $9.95

WAR OF 1812 RESEARCH

With 1812 Preserve the Pensions Fund

Service records for veterans of this war are found mostly in the National Archives but also in various other archives and repositories. This guide gives the locations of the records and a description of their contents.

2016. eBook. ISBN 9780806317188. #GPC 1781. $5.95

Works by Elizabeth Mills

Elizabeth Shown Mills has been cited by her peers as the most influential genealogist in the post-Rooers era. As a pioneer educator in standards-based research and a developer of problem-solving strategies for proving identitities and kinships, Mills edited a major scholarly journal for sixteen years and both taught and directed programs in the field’s leading institutes for three decades. Widely published by commercial and scholarly presses in genealogy and history, as well as literature and sociology, Mills’s fifteen books include GPC’s best-seller Evidence Explained: Citing History Sources from Artifacts to Cyberspace and its companion series, Quick-Sheets.

EVIDENCE EXPLAINED: Citing History Sources from Artifacts to Cyberspace, Third Edition (Revised)

Elizabeth Shown Mills

This is a substantial revision of the third edition, originally published in 2015. Evidence Explained is the definitive guide to the citation and analysis of historical sources, whether you want to cite a podcast
or a census record. Like previous editions, the third edition explains citation principles for both traditional and non-traditional sources; includes more than 1,000 citation models for virtually every source type; includes electronic sources such as blogs and online forums; and shows readers where to go to find their sources an how to describe and evaluate them.

In the years since the third edition was published, changes at major repositories and online information providers, and the ever-evolving electronic world, have generated new citation and analysis challenges for researchers. As a consequence, Mrs. Mills has revised her citation models and descriptions and evaluations of numerous contemporary materials. Here are the major changes in the revised third edition: changes to about 75 pages in the text and index; alteration in citation methods for the DAR website and database; new citations for the National Archives (NARA) website and manner of identifying documents; immigration citations reflecting changed records at the Ellis Island website.

3rd ed. rev. 892 pp., illus., indexed, hardcover. 2017. ISBN 9780806320403. #GPC 3878. $59.95

EVIDENCE! Citation & Analysis for the Family Historian
Elizabeth Shown Mills
Evidence is a reliable standard for both the correct form of source citation and the sound analysis of evidence. To quote the author, “Research, evidence, citation, analysis, and interpretation are inseparable. Evidence is the vehicle that moves our research from curiosity to reality. Citation and analysis are the double tracks that get us there, smoothly and safely. Evidence! ... offers a road map for beginners, who hope to avoid mistakes, and guideposts for the advanced, who already appreciate the need to map their own course precisely. ...” 124 pp., indexed. (1997), repr. 2006. ISBN 9780806315430. #GPC 3846. $21.95

PROFESSIONAL GENEALOGY: Preparation, Practice & Standards
Edited by Elizabeth Shown Mills
In 26 chapters, written by 22 experts and edited by Mrs. Mills, this 2001 volume is an invaluable resource for professional genealogists and students, as well as all family history researchers. ProGen PPS provides a complete course of instruction to prepare genealogists for a career in a complex field. ProGen PPS will ground you in the essential practices, standards, and language of genealogy—those expected by courts, government agencies, and others who commission research. For librarians or archivists who assist family historians, ProGen PPS provides a framework to coach them well. For family or local historians seeking to learn and preserve their heritage, ProGen PPS helps them avoid common pitfalls and guides them through the production of quality books. “From genealogy and forensic genealogy to ethics and contracts, business structures, marketing, writing, editing, and preparing books for press, ProGen PPS promises to inspire thought processes and generate new discussion.”—Billie Stone Fogarty, M.Ed. President, Association of Professional Genealogists.

8½" x 11", 678 pp., indexed, hardcover. 2018. ISBN 9780806320724. #GPC 3886. $59.95

PROFESSIONAL GENEALOGY: A Manual for Researchers, Writers, Editors, Lecturers, and Librarians
Edited by Elizabeth Shown Mills
Still a vital resource for serious genealogists! The classic ProGen: A Manual, originally published in 2001, will remain in print as a paperback for continued access to its thoughtful wisdom—particularly: its instructions on evidence and problem analysis, research processes, professionalism, and writing family history, offering additional perspectives that complement the discussion by ProGen PPS’s new generation of experts; its chapters with such comprehensive instructional that they are not being readdressed, such as step-by-step guidance for abstracting and transcribing documents, creating record compilations, and indexing and proofreading. Its 23 chapters, written by two dozen scholars and edited by Mrs. Mills, have stood the test of time. Between them, both ProGen PPS and ProGen: A Manual provide a solid foundation for everyone to produce research that endures the test of time.

8½" x 11", xxvi, 664 pp., illus., indexed, paper. 2001. ISBN 9780806316482. #GPC 3844. $49.95

NATITCHOCES COLONIALS: A Source Book: Censuses, Military Rolls & Tax Lists, 1722–1803
Elizabeth Shown Mills and Ellie Lennon
The frontier outpost of Natchitoches was the oldest settlement in the Louisiana Purchase, having been built by France along the Texas border as a buffer against Spanish and Indian aggression. It became the hub for colonial trade with the Southwestern tribes and later the gateway to the west for Americans seeking new land after the American Revolution. This work brings together an astonishing number of censuses, tax lists, and muster rolls for citizen soldiers and regular troops from the colonial years gleaned from archives in France, Spain, Cuba, and Mexico, as well as the U.S. 234 pp., indexed, paper. 2017. ISBN 9780806320656. #GPC 3884. $27.50

TIPS & QUIPS for the Family Historian
Elizabeth Shown Mills and Ruth Brossette Lennon
This is a treasury of bon mots and wise words for everyone who pursues genealogy. Whether you are a speaker or writer in search of a zinger to punctuate your thoughts, this book can be your muse. It is entertaining, inspiring, and informative.

173 pp., indexed, paper. 2017. ISBN 9780806320410. #GPC 3882. $16.95

QUICKSHEET: Citing Online Historical Resources Evidence! Style. Second Edition
Elizabeth Shown Mills
This QuickSheet provides a template for citing historical sources on the Internet. It also lays down rules to help you judge the reliability of those sources. Published in the form of a laminated folder, the QuickSheet contains a series of sample citations. By showing the correct way to identify online sources such as databases, census images, and digital books and articles. It provides rules and models for common record types such as passenger lists, vital records, and newspapers. The QuickSheet shows you how to cite author/creator/owner of a website, title of the website, place (URL), date accessed, and so forth.

2nd ed. 4 pp. folded to 8½" x 11", laminated sheet. 2019. ISBN 9780806320960. #GPC 3879. $11.25

QUICKSHEET: Citing Genetic Sources for History Research Evidence! Style, 2nd Ed.
Elizabeth Shown Mills
This guide shows you how to compile a genealogy using DNA analysis—how to report test results, analyses, and instructional matter in ways that support the traditional sound standards for citations. Ms. Mills explains the basic citation formats, and she provides a template which shows exactly how to identify source list entries and reference notes. Then she provides examples of common source types, showing how to use them in a course list entry, in a full reference note, and in a short reference note.

2nd ed. 4 pp. folded to 8½" x 11", laminated sheet. 2019. ISBN 9780806320298. #GPC 3877. $11.25

QUICKSHEET: Citing Online African-American Historical Resources Evidence! Style. Revision
Elizabeth Shown Mills
This QuickSheet provides models for citing common resources such as databases, image copies, transcripts, blogs, books, and articles, using the widely accepted citation principles established in the QuickSheet series. Tailored to the African-American experience, the source citation models bear on subjects such as slave manifestos, slave narratives, Freedmen’s Bureau records, and slave census schedules.
4 pp., folded to 8 1/2" x 11", laminated sheet. 2011. ISBN 9780806318712. #GPC 3863. $11.25

QUICKSHEET: The Historical Biographer’s Guide to Individual Problem Analysis: A Strategic Plan Evidence! Style
Elizabeth Shown Mills

Offering a 10-step solution to genealogical problems, this 4-page QuickSheet provides a systematic basis for problem solving unique to genealogy. When faced with an elusive person or missing or contradictory information, these steps will help you to resolve tricky problems related to sources, evidence, and proof.

This QuickSheet also contains a “Life Stages Worksheet”—a form to be filled in covering most life events from birth to death through six specific stages of life.

8 1/2" x 11", two-sided, laminated sheet. 2011. ISBN 9780806318929. #GPC 3870. $8.95

QUICKSHEET: The Historical Biographer’s Guide to the Research Process
Elizabeth Shown Mills

This guide explains how successful research can be achieved by following four models: the Research Process Model—analyzing a research problem, place it in legal and social context, identify related and associated individuals, identify relevant resources, and develop a research plan; the Research Analysis Model—provide the information from which we select evidence for analysis, then a sound conclusion may be treated as “proof” until and unless new evidence emerges to the contrary; the Identity Triangulation Model—identity is every know detail of a human life and is determined by persons, relationships, and origin; the Reliability Model—proof is a body of evidence accumulated in the process of research and analysis.

4 pp., folded to 8 1/2" x 11", laminated sheet. 2012. ISBN 9780806318936. #GPC 3869. $11.25

QUICKSHEET: Your Stripped-Bare Guide to Historical Proof
Elizabeth Shown Mills

Ms. Mills defines ‘proof’ as a conclusion we reach from a body of evidence. No single source can serve as ‘proof.’ No one piece of information can provide it. No one bit of evidence can stand alone. Ms. Mills suggests three ways to arrive at ‘proof’: evaluating the source, evaluating the information, and evaluating and processing the evidence. Ms. Mills also provides a “Process Map for Historical Researchers,” established on the principle that sources provide information from which we identify evidence for analysis. A sound conclusion may then be considered ‘proof.’

8 1/2" x 11", two-sided, laminated sheet. 2014. ISBN 9780806320014. #GPC 3872. $8.95

QUICKSHEET: Your Stripped-Bare Guide to Citing Sources. First Edition Revised
Elizabeth Shown Mills

Here Ms. Mills offers the essentials of citing sources for everything from books and articles to manuscripts and websites, providing a template that can be applied to any type of source material. She also offers a source-data collection form to fill out so that each source can be identified, answering the basic who, what, where, and when type of questions as straightforward and easily as possible.

8 1/2" x 11", two-sided, laminated sheet. 2017. ISBN 9780806320250. #GPC 3873. $8.95

CENSUS RECORDS

AMERICAN POPULATION BEFORE THE FEDERAL CENSUS OF 1790
Euros B. Greene & Virginia D. Harrington

This is an exhaustive survey of the population lists, estimates, and statistics that were produced in the American colonies before the first federal census of 1790. The population lists, include poll lists, tax lists, taxable, militia lists, and censuses, and were originally drawn up for purposes of taxation and local defense. Cleaned from archives in Britain and the U.S. and from a wide range of published sources, this scholarly work identifies every type of population list taken before 1790, giving the location of the manuscript source or a reference to the published account.

252 pp., indexed, paper. (1932), repr. 2006. ISBN 9780806311771. #GPC 2345. $34.00

STATE CENSUS RECORDS
Ann S. Lainhart

State censuses rank with federal censuses as a major genealogical resource but remain under-utilized. State censuses not only stand as substitutes for some of the missing 1790, 1800, 1810, and 1890 censuses (as well as many county and statewide enumerations lost or destroyed between 1790 and 1890) but also as valuable population enumerations in their own right. Many state censuses, for example, asked different questions than the federal census, so they record information that cannot be found elsewhere in federal schedules. State by state, year by year, often county by county and district by district, Mrs. Lainhart shows what is available in state census records, when it is available, and what one might expect to find in the way of data.


IMMIGRATION & PASSENGER LISTS

MORTON ALLAN DIRECTORY of European Passenger Steamship Arrivals for the Years 1890 to 1930 at the Port of New York, and for the Years 1904 to 1926 at the Ports of New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Baltimore

By year and by steamship company, and thereafter by port of entry, this work lists the name of the vessel, the exact date of the vessel’s arrival, and the port of embarkation. Thus, if the port of entry and the approximate arrival dates are known, it may be possible to deter-
Michael Topper

Millions of people made their way to America in the most determined and sustained migration the world has ever known. Initially they left traces of their immigration in scattered records and documents. Later their arrival here was documented so minutely that the records resulting are among the largest, the most continuous and the most uniform in the nation’s archives. These passenger arrival records identify by name, place of origin, and other particulars the vast majority of persons who participated in the great Atlantic migration. This book examines the records in their historical and legal work, and it explains what they contain, where they can be found, and how they can be used. In effect, it is a road map through the mass of records and archival resources documenting immigrant arrivals from the time of the earliest settlements to the mass immigration of the Quota Acts three centuries later. This book includes new transcriptions and source materials, National Archives microfilm programs and publications, current projects and new developments in immigration research, and more.

142 pp., illus., paper. (1993), repr. 2001. ISBN 9780806313801. ©GPC 8700. $18.50

Ships of Our Ancestors
Michael J. Anuta

This is a compilation of photographs of the steamships that transported immigrants to this country in the heyday of mass migration. These ships were owned and operated by such famous shipping lines as North German Lloyd, White Star, Cunard, Guion, Red Star, Inman, and Hamburg-American. Photos of nearly 900 ships are arranged here in alphabetical order, and each ship is further identified by date, shipping line, and source.
387 pp., indexed, paper. (1983), repr. 2006. ISBN 9780806311818. ©GPC 125. $41.50

English

The Complete Book of Emigrants, 1607–1660
Peter Wilson Coldham

This is a reworking of the records of the Exchequer, the 1624 and 1625 censuses of Virginia, and the records of licenses and examination of persons found in John Camden Hotten’s Original Lists of Persons of Quality (1874). To Hotten’s basic list, which he has revised and augmented to 1660, Coldham has added records of vagrants, waifs, and prostitutes. He has also added new transcriptions of records—not in Hotten—of servants sent to “foreign plantations” from Bristol, 1654–1660; and he has added much more from port books, court records, and from many types of official papers and documents.
600 pp., indexed, paper. (1988), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806311920. ©GPC 1097. $47.00

The Complete Book of Emigrants, 1661–1699
Peter Wilson Coldham

This second volume, like the others in the series, is arranged by year and thereunder by date of record. Taken from every available source in the public archives of England, the entries give, usually, name, age, occupation, residence, ship, and destination, and for each there is a precise citation. Some 30,000 emigrants are identified. Includes indexes to person and ships.
900 pp., indexed, paper. (1990), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806318004. ©GPC 1102. § 71.00

The Complete Book of Emigrants, 1700–1750
Peter Wilson Coldham

Following the arrangement of the two earlier works, the third volume provides a comprehensive list of emigrants from surviving records in English archives. The records used in this volume, in addition to the usual spread of sources, derive principally from Plantation Apprenticeship Bindings; Port Books; and Convict Pardons on Condition of Transportation. Again, as with the other volumes, there are indexes of names and ships. Identifies some 25,000 emigrants.
748 pp., indexed, paper. (1990), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806313344. ©GPC 1104. $54.00

The Complete Book of Emigrants, 1751–1776
Peter Wilson Coldham

This fourth and final volume brings the story of English emigration in the colonial period to its close. Voluntary emigration from the British Isles went into a steep decline after the year 1750, only to rise again sharply from 1770 and to reach epidemic proportions by 1773, a year of great economic hardship in Britain. The records drawn on, in addition to the usual sources, include port books, plantation apprenticeship bindings, and treasury records of emigrants departing from English ports. The four volumes combined identify about 100,000 English emigrants to colonial America from virtually every record that can be found in England.
358 pp., indexed, paper. (1993), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806317364. ©GPC 1106. $36.00

The Complete Book of Emigrants in Bondage, 1614–1775
Peter Wilson Coldham

Between 1614 and 1775 some 50,000 English men, women, and children were sentenced to be sent to the American colonies for a variety of crimes. The data on those involuntary colonists came from a variety of official English records. The names of these deportees are printed in alphabetical order. Most entries include some or all of the following informa-
920 pp., paper. 1988. ISBN 9780806312127. ©GPC 1098. $66.00

Lists of Swiss Emigrants in the Eighteenth Century to the American Colonies. Two Volumes in One
Albert B Faust and Galus M. Brumbaugh

This is the authoritative work on Swiss emigration to the Carolinas and Pennsylvania in the 18th century. Volume I identifies about 2,000 emigrants from the Canton of Zurich (1734–1744), comprising such data as age, date of birth or baptism, trade, name of wife, names of children, and place of origin and destination. Volume II includes Bern (1706–1995) and Basel (1734–1794), with comparable data.
2 vols. in 1. 377 pp., indexed, hardcover. (1920, 1925), repr. 2007. ISBN 9780806301099. ©GPC 1780. $49.00

The Trail of the Huguenots in Europe, the United States, South Africa, and Canada
G. Elmore Reaman

This is the story of the great exodus of the Huguenots from France at the end of the 17th century and of their dispersal to places in Europe, the U.S., Canada, and South Africa. Over half of the book is devoted to the Huguenots and their direct descendants in Canada and the U.S., especially those who settled in North and South Carolina, Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, and New England. An appendix contains the names of hundreds of Huguenot immigrants with dates and places of their arrival. In addition, there are short biographical sketches with genealogical data, a list of English surnames of French derivation, additions and corrections by Milton Rubincam, and an index of names and places other than those mentioned in the genealogies and appendices.

Lineage Records/Heraldic Societies/Royal and Noble Heraldry

Pedigrees of Some of the Emperor Charlemagne’s Descendants. Vol. III
J. Orton Buck, Jr. and Timothy F. Beard

This work contains over 85 lines of descent of living people from the Emperor Charlemagne. Each section of the book is headed with the name of the immigrant ancestor through whom descent is traced, followed by all family names in the line of descent in America. In addition to the pedigrees, which follow the order of the format of Volumes I and II, this volume has a chapter titled “A Glimpse of Emperor Lothair,” by Prof. J. A. Caviness and a list of corrections to Volume II. 389 pp., indexed, paper. (1978), repr. 2002. ISBN 9780806312118. ©GPC 775. $41.50

Pedigrees of Some of the Emperor Charlemagne’s Descendants. Vol. II
Aileen L. Langston & J. Orton Buck, Jr. With a Foreword by Timothy F. Beard

This work contains more than 70 lines of descent of living people from the Emperor Charlemagne. Each line is carefully documented and has lines of those emigrated from Timothy F. Beard, Genealogist General of the Order of the Crown of Charlemagne. Each chapter is headed with the name of the immigrant ancestor through
A WHO’S WHO OF YOUR ANCESTRAL SAINTS
Alan J. Koman
For the first time, the lives of 275 early European saints are told and accompanied by lineages connecting those saints to twenty-four of the great men and women of medieval Europe. Anyone living today who can connect to these medieval personages can claim forebears among the princes of the earth as well as the princes of Heaven.

The historical period covered is vast. From St. Gregory “the Illuminator” (fl. 256–d. 326) to St. Thomas, 2nd Earl of Lancaster (b. ca. 1277–d. 1322), the saints presented here span ten centuries. On earth, some were great men, such as Alfred “the Great,” Bernard of Clairvaux, and Charlemagne. Others, such as Elizabeth of Hungary, Marie of Brabant, and Odilia, led lives that are just as moving today as in their own time.

Roderick W. Stuart
Royalty for Commoners documents the complete known genealogy of John of Gaunt, son of King Edward III and Queen Philippa. Thus, any commoner who can connect his or her family lineage to that of John of Gaunt can now be shown to share the same basic royal heritage as the most noble knight—the complete heritage, not just the Plantagenet ascent. This is the usual lineage through which a commoner can enter the domain of European royalty.

Marcellus D. A. R. von Redlich
This work provides accepted lineages of descent from Charlemagne in the form of members’ applications submitted to the Order of the Crown of Charlemagne. The U.S. Individual Chapters list American families that link up with one or more royal lines. Data for each family member includes birth, marriage, children, connecting lines, station, distinctions, and honors.

THE ROYAL DESCENTS OF 900 IMMIGRANTS to the American colonies, Quebec, or the United States Who Were Themselves Notable or Left Descendants Notable in American History. Two Volumes
Gary Boyd Roberts
Most Americans with sizable New England Yankee, mid-Atlantic Quaker, or Southern “planter” ancestry are descended from the medieval kings of England, Scotland, and France especially. The Royal Descents is a comprehensive survey of virtually all printed sources that lead to these royal lines. The result is a book that quantitatively and qualitatively redefines this area of genealogical research and outlines American genealogical links to medieval kings and their ancient forebears, providing a bibliography for each immigrant and ready means of access to royal-descent literature.

Of the 970 immigrants treated in this work, 489 came to the American colonies and left descendants; in some cases now numbering several million, but almost always many thousands. The remaining immigrants collectively suggest much about distant kinships of living Americans, the total contributions to American life of persons of noble, royal, and gentle ancestry, and genealogical connections, distinctions, and honors and many major leaders in world history.

$150.00/set

A comprehensive survey of virtually all printed sources that lead to these royal lines. The result is a book that quantitatively and qualitatively redefines this area of genealogical research and outlines American genealogical links to medieval kings and their ancient forebears, providing a bibliography for each immigrant and ready means of access to royal-descent literature.

Of the 970 immigrants treated in this work, 489 came to the American colonies and left descendants; in some cases now numbering several million, but almost always many thousands. The remaining immigrants collectively suggest much about distant kinships of living Americans, the total contributions to American life of persons of noble, royal, and gentle ancestry, and genealogical connections, distinctions, and honors and many major leaders in world history.

$150.00/set

Families Directly Descended from ALL THE ROYAL FAMILIES in Europe (1055 to 1932) and MAYFLOWER DESCENDANTS
Elizabeth M. Leach Rixford
This work extends many of the connections laid out in Three Hundred Colonial Ancestors and War Service to the royal and noble families of Europe. The notable ancestors include Ceridwin, first of the West Saxon kings; Alfred the Great; Robert Bruce; Kings Henry I, II and III; Kings Edward II, I and III; and many lines through Cerdic, Louis I, the Earls of Warren, the Dukes of Normandy, the Royal House of Portugal, the House of Capet, the Counts of Anjou, the Kings of Jerusalem, and more. The author also shows how several Mayflower lines are connected to all the members of the Vermont Society of Mayflower Descendants.

xii, 202 pp., charts, illus., indexed, paper. (1932; Supplement, 1943); reprinted 2009. ISBN 9780806349459. ZGPC 9401.
$36.00

Marston Watson
The second edition of this volume covers nearly 900 new Dudley descendants through the sixth generation. It is an essential work, even if you already own the first edition, as likely several million Americans can trace their descent from this noted governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Also new in this volume are the many connections to distinguished Dudley descendants identified by Gary Boyd Roberts in his two volumes of Notable Kin and elsewhere.


ROYAL FAMILIES: Americans of Royal and Noble Ancestry. VOLUME 2. Reverend FRANCIS MARBY and Five Generations of His Descendants Through ANNE (MARBY) HUTCHINSON and KATHERINE (MARBY) SCOTT
Marston Watson
Thousands of Americans can claim the Marbury family’s lineal connections to their royal and noble ancestry, from William the Conqueror through Edward I. This volume focuses on two of English minister Francis Marbury’s daughters, Katherine Marbury Scott and Anne Marbury Hutchinson (the Puritan iconoclast and co-founder of Rhode Island), who immigrated with their husbands to the New World in the 1630s. It covers the first five generations of their descendants, carrying the various lines up to and beyond the Revolutionary War, into the sixth generation. The book concludes with an ever-name index, a comprehensive bibliography, and a “Lineage Society Index” with the names of eligible Marbury ancestors associated with a number of distinguished hereditary societies.

342 pp., indexed. 2004. ISBN 9780806317465. ZGPC 6162. $60.95
ANCESTRAL ROOTS OF CERTAIN AMERICAN COLONISTS Who Came to America before 1700. Eighth Edition
Frederick Lewis Weis
Edited with Additions and Corrections by William R. Beall and Kaeleen E. Beall
In this edition, out of a total of 398 ancestral lines, 93 have been extensively revised and 60 have been added, while almost all lines have had at least some minor revisions. This edition is 30 percent longer than its predecessor, thanks to the efforts of the new editors, and contains an every-name index, replacing the cumbersome indexes of the past. Besides Alfred the Great, Charlemagne, Malcolm of Scotland, and Robert the Strong, descendents in this work are traced from the following ancestral lines: Saxon and English monarchs, Gallic monarchs, early kings of Scotland and Ireland, kings and princes of Wales, Gallo-Romans and Alsatians, Norman and French barons, the Riparian branch of the Merovingian House, Merovingian kings of France, Isabel de Vermandois, and William de Warenne. At the signing of the Magna Charta, 25 men, representing 125,000 family members!

FAMILY COMPENDIA

AMERICAN MIGRATIONS 1765–1799. The lives, times, and families of colonial Americans who remained loyal to the British Crown before, during and after the Revolutionary War, as related in their own words and through their correspondence
Peter Wilson Coldham
The records of the American Loyalist Claims Commission include applications, correspondence, depositions, affidavits, and legal transcripts. Mr. Coldham has grouped the Loyalist cases by the name and normal residence of the person in whose right each claim was rendered. All 5,800 individual claims are abstracted here, touching on 15,000 individuals, some three-quarters of whom took up the American Loyalist Claims Commission. Congress enjoining the Middle States to commit specified numbers of militia, to the logistical difficulties in achieving the objectives in Georgia and Washington's master plan, and to the actual service of Flying Camp militia in the campaigns of 1776. The author devotes a separate chapter to Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, delineating each state's response to the call for a Flying Camp contingent. Genealogists will appreciate the many references to actual members of the Flying Camp throughout the narrative. This work concludes with a list of Flying Camp commanders and officers, a comprehensive bibliography, and a full-name index.

REVOLUTIONARY WAR BOUNTY LAND GRANTS Awarded by State Governments
Lloyd deWitt Backstruck
Like the federal government, the states of Connecticut, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Virginia also awarded bounty lands to citizens and soldiers for service during the Revolution. Listed alphabetically, each entry in this index contains the name of the claimant, the state of service, rank held, date of the record, and acreage. Altogether about 35,000 names appear in the index.

COLONIAL FAMILIES OF THE UNITED STATES. Four Volumes
Carl Schlegel
This is the largest collection of German-American genealogies ever published. Each family history usually begins two or three generations prior to the immigrant ancestor, examining the family in its historic setting before bringing it forward to the immigrant ancestor and his descendants in America. Each family history includes portraits and coats of arms and gives rich details, depicting education, service, achievements, life, and career of the various family members. Visit our website for a complete list of the families covered in this set.

SOUTHERN LOYALISTS IN THE CIVIL WAR: The Southern Claims Commission
Gary B. Mills
Six years after the Civil War, Congress created the Southern Claims Commission, through which pro-Union Southerners could apply for reimbursement of some of their losses. Some 22,298 cases were filed by individuals, family groups, churches, and businesses. These case files include such items as family letters and bibles, wills and probate records, personal accounts, inventories, and property inventories. The present work is a "master index" to the case files of the Commission and, it gives in tabular form, the name of the claimant, his/her county and state, the Commission number, office and report numbers, and the year and state.

"VILLAINY AND MADNESS": Washington's Flying Camp
Richard Lee Baker
This work traces the Camp's beginnings in Washington's imagination to the dispatches of Washington's master plan, and logistical difficulties in achieving the objectives in Georgia and Washington's master plan, and to the actual service of Flying Camp militia in the campaigns of 1776. The author devotes a separate chapter to Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, delineating each state's response to the call for a Flying Camp contingent. Genealogists will appreciate the many references to actual members of the Flying Camp throughout the narrative. The work concludes with a list of Flying Camp commanders and officers, a comprehensive bibliography, and a full-name index. This work concludes with a list of Flying Camp commanders and officers, a comprehensive bibliography, and a full-name index.

MILITARY & PENSION RECORDS

AMERICAN MIGRATIONS 1765–1799. The lives, times, and families of colonial Americans who remained loyal to the British Crown before, during and after the Revolutionary War, as related in their own words and through their correspondence
Peter Wilson Coldham
The records of the American Loyalist Claims Commission include applications, correspondence, depositions, affidavits, and legal transcripts. Mr. Coldham has grouped the Loyalist cases by the name and normal residence of the person in whose right each claim was rendered. All 5,800 individual claims are abstracted here, touching on 15,000 individuals, some three-quarters of whom took up the American Loyalist Claims Commission. Congress enjoining the Middle States to commit specified numbers of militia, to the logistical difficulties in achieving the objectives in Georgia and Washington's master plan, and to the actual service of Flying Camp militia in the campaigns of 1776. The author devotes a separate chapter to Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, delineating each state's response to the call for a Flying Camp contingent. Genealogists will appreciate the many references to actual members of the Flying Camp throughout the narrative. This work concludes with a list of Flying Camp commanders and officers, a comprehensive bibliography, and a full-name index.

SOUTHERN LOYALISTS IN THE CIVIL WAR: The Southern Claims Commission
Gary B. Mills
Six years after the Civil War, Congress created the Southern Claims Commission, through which pro-Union Southerners could apply for reimbursement of some of their losses. Some 22,298 cases were filed by individuals, family groups, churches, and businesses. These case files include such items as family letters and bibles, wills and probate records, personal accounts, inventories, and property inventories. The present work is a "master index" to the case files of the Commission and, it gives in tabular form, the name of the claimant, his/her county and state, the Commission number, office and report numbers, and the year and state.

"VILLAINY AND MADNESS": Washington's Flying Camp
Richard Lee Baker
This work traces the Camp's beginnings in Washington's imagination to the dispatches of Washington's master plan, and logistical difficulties in achieving the objectives in Georgia and Washington's master plan, and to the actual service of Flying Camp militia in the campaigns of 1776. The author devotes a separate chapter to Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, delineating each state's response to the call for a Flying Camp contingent. Genealogists will appreciate the many references to actual members of the Flying Camp throughout the narrative. This work concludes with a list of Flying Camp commanders and officers, a comprehensive bibliography, and a full-name index.

REVOLUTIONARY WAR BOUNTY LAND GRANTS Awarded by State Governments
Lloyd deWitt Backstruck
Like the federal government, the states of Connecticut, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Virginia also awarded bounty lands to citizens and soldiers for service during the Revolution. Listed alphabetically, each entry in this index contains the name of the claimant, the state of service, rank held, date of the record, and acreage. Altogether about 35,000 names appear in the index.
struggle for independence from Great Britain, and this book is the first to identify the Spanish combatants serving in North America during the Revolution. The book begins with a list of Spanish governors, Spanish forts, and a glossary of Spanish terms that appear in the records. At the heart of the work are the lists of Spanish soldiers who served in areas covering today’s states of Arizona, California, Louisiana, New Mexico, and Texas. In most cases, the author identifies each soldier by name, military unit, rank and date, and the source, as well as sometimes by age, place of origin in Europe, theater served in, and other factors—shedding light on some 7,500 Spanish combatants.


U.S. War Department

The Pension Roll of 1835 is the most complete roll of Revolutionary War pensioners ever published. It was compiled by the War Department under Senate Resolutions of 1834–35 from lists of pensioners who had been enrolled under all previous acts of Congress. When GPC first reprinted the Roll in 1968, we rearranged it in four volumes, one each for the New England states, the Mid-Atlantic states, the Southern states, and the Mid-Western states; in 1992, GPC added a comprehensive index at the end of Volume IV. This Roll contains the names and service records of about 700 soldiers, both regulars and militia. Information given for each soldier generally includes rank, annual allowance, sums received, description of service, date when placed on the pension roll, and date of death or date of the law under which the pension was granted.

THE KING’S MOUNTAIN MEN. The Story of the Battle, with Sketches of the American Soldiers Who Took Part

Katherine Keogh White

This work is based on contemporary records of Southwest Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, and Tennessee, with letters, documents, and additional material taken from the Lyman Draper Collection. The first section is a miscellany of court records of Watauga, Washington County, North Carolina (later Tennessee), 1778–1782, and contains, in addition, militia rosters for the years 1777 and 1779 and pension declarations filed by King’s Mountain participants and their heirs. Section Two contains biographical sketches of the soldiers, numbering close to 1,000 and arranged in alphabetical order.


FROM ACROSS THE SPANISH EMPIRE: Spanish Soldiers Who Helped Win the American Revolutionary War, 1776–1783. Arizona, California, Louisiana, New Mexico, and Texas Military Rosters

Leroy Martinez

The Spanish Empire, under King Carlos III, provided significant aid and support for America’s
Indian Territory, Oklahoma, especially enforcing the treaties between the Indian Nations and the federal government and the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Union Agency. The Commission was also responsible for allotting tribal lands to eligible citizens and settling disputes. The Dawes Commission was empowered to prepare citizenship rolls (membership rolls) for each tribe to determine the proper distribution of land and to hear and “determine the applications of all persons who may apply to them for citizenship and . . . determine the right of such applicant to be admitted and enrolled.”

The Final Rolls approved by the Commission contained the names of 101,000 Native Americans, of whom approximately one-fourth were full blood. Most rolls give name, age, sex, degree of Indian blood, and the number of the census card, generally known as the “enrollment card,” on which each citizen was enrolled.

From the original Final Rolls, the Commission in 1907 published The Final Rolls of Citizens and Freedmen of the Five Civilized Tribes in Indian Territory along with the Index to the Final Rolls, reprinted here for the first time in a century. The Index volume, divided by tribe and broken down under the various categories noted above, provides the Indian’s name and the roll number. The roll number is the key to the Final Rolls volume, which lists enrollees by tribe and category and thereunder by name, age, sex, degree of blood, and the number of the census card.

2 vols. 633 & 635 pp., paper. (1907), repr. 2007. ISBN 9780806317311. #GPC 5903. $137.00/set

CHEROKEE CONNECTIONS
Myra Vanderpool Gormley
Cherokee Connections is an introduction to genealogical sources pertaining to the Cherokee nation, and it is designed specifically for researchers who are trying to prove their heritage for tribal membership as well as for those who are simply interested in investigating family legends about Cherokee ancestry. All important sources of genealogical value are explained with respect to the reasons why the various records were generated and where they can be accessed today.


POWHATAN INDIAN PLACE NAMES IN TIDewater VIRGINIA
Martha W. McCartney and Helen C. Rountree
Anyone doing research in eastern Virginia’s historical records is certain to encounter Powhatan Indian place names. However, it is often difficult to relate these names to the modern landscape. The information was drawn from land patents, local and regional government records, public and private archives, and several collections of historical maps, enabling researchers to see how Indian place names changed over time and to relate them to the modern landscape.

xii, 130 pp., indexed, paper. 2017. ISBN 9780806320625. GPC #3504. $22.00

Michael A. Ports
The author has assembled all the pertinent facts related to the scores of battles or campaigns that arose from the earliest recorded skirmishes to the battles on the eve of the Civil War. Part One summarizes what is known about the 27 separate Indian wars in or involving the American South. The author gives the background causes, the campaigns themselves, and the aftermath. Part Two discusses the surviving records that document the military and civilian participation in the conflicts, covering national repositories like the National Archives, the Army Center of Military History, and the Library of Congress; state archives; the archives, libraries, and museums of the Five Civilized Tribes; the Draper Manuscript Collection; and other significant repositories, arranged geo-

2 vols. 633 & 635 pp., paper. (1907), repr. 2007. ISBN 9780806317311. #GPC 5903. $137.00/set

THE MIDWEST

THE GERMAN ELEMENT in the Ohio Valley: Ohio, Kentucky & Indiana
Gustav Koerner, Trans. & edited by Don Heinrich Tolzmann
This volume covers the role of Germans and German Americans in helping to establish Cincinnati as the center of Ohio Valley German immigrant life. Mr. Tolzmann’s footnotes throughout provide more comments concerning Koerner’s subjects and their families.

144 pp., indexed, paper. 2011. ISBN 9780806355078. #GPC 9265. $24.50

NEW ENGLAND

THE PLANTERS OF THE COMMONWEALTH. A Study of the Emigrants and Emigration in Colonial Times: to Which are Added Lists of Passengers to Boston and to the Bay Colony; the Ships Which Brought Them; Their English Homes, and the Places of Their Settlement in Massachusetts, 1620–1640
Charles E. Banks
This work contains the names of 3,600 passengers on the 96 ships that brought them to New England. Working with the same records employed by Savage, Drake, and Heatten, and with records unknown or inaccessible to them, Col. Banks here pulls the several classes of records together to form the most complete and authoritative collection of passenger lists for the period ever published. In addition to the names of passengers and ships, places of origin, and places of residence in America, the book includes indexes to surnames, ships, English parishes, and New England towns.

xiii, 231 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1930), repr. 2006. ISBN 9780806300184. #GPC 304. $31.00

TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF 2,285 ENGLISH EMIGRANTS TO NEW ENGLAND
Charles E. Banks
This “Dictionary” comprises genealogical records of nearly 3,000 emigrants, giving their English homes, names of ships in which they sailed, towns in which they settled in New England, and references to the printed or manuscript sources from which the information derived.

Col. Banks searched the records of nearly 2,000 parishes in England to connect the New England
immigrants with their native parishes. Additional information is provided in a series of indexes: Index to Emigrants to New England; Index of the Wives and Children of the Emigrants; Index of Parishes; Index of Ships; and Index of Towns in New England.

333 pp., indexed, paper. (1937), repr. 2002. ISBN 9780806301009. GPC 305. $32.50

THE WINTHROP FLEET OF 1630. An Account of the Vessels, the Voyage, the Passengers, & Their English Homes
Charles E. Banks
This is an authoritative list of the 700 pas-

sengers who are believed to have come to New

England with John Winthrop in 1630. Based on

research undertaken in England and America, it provides as much data as could be verified on

each passenger: name, place of departure, places of residence in England and America, occupa-

tion, church affiliation, dates of birth, marriage
date, and death, and relationships to other passengers. Includes indexes of names, places, and subjects

as well as appendices listing the passengers on the

Mary and John and the Lyon which sailed with the Winthrop Fleet. 128 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1939), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806320908. GPC 306. $22.50

MAYFLOWER BIRTHS & DEATHS. From the Files of George Ernest Bowman at the Massachusetts Society of Mayflower Descendants
Susan E. Roser
With references to 50,000 Mayflower

relations, this work contains records of births, baptisms, deaths and burials, references to burial

location, cause of death, and address at death

gleaned from land and will records, court and

church records, transcripts of personal letters,

and more. Most lines are carried to the seventh

and eighth generations, and some to the tenth. Each volume is separately indexed.

MAYFLOWER DEEDS & PROBATES. From the Files of George Ernest Bowman at the Massachusetts Society of Mayflower Descendants
Susan E. Roser
The several thousand deed abstracts extracted

here provide such information as name, occupation,

and residence; date, sale, price, acreage, and

location of the land; and witnesses and date of

recording. The will abstracts include bequests to

friends and family, descriptions of personal

real estate, and names of witnesses. The probate

records associated with the will names heirs and

their relationship to the deceased, minor chil-
dren, guardians, and debtors. Includes an index

of 25,000 entries.

MAYFLOWER INCREASINGS. 2nd Edition
Susan E. Roser
Mrs. Roser provides a summary of all that is

presently known about the passengers of the

Mayflower for the first three generations in Amer-

ica—names, dates, places, spouses, children, etc. Unique to the Roser work, each third generation

listing includes references to records or sources

that will help the researcher find fourth genera-
tion children. A “Probate Appendix” also identi-
fies fourth and fifth generation children.
Included as appendices are Governor Bradford’s
“List of the Mayflower Passengers” and the

“1627 Cattle Division.” The book is fully indexed

and contains references to over 6,000 persons.


MAYFLOWER MARRIAGES. From the Files of George Ernest Bowman at the Massachusetts Society of Mayflower Descendants
Susan E. Roser
This volume consists of 10,000 Mayflower mar-
riages spanning five centuries, with names, dates,

and sources. Marriages are listed under the names

of the respective Mayflower passengers.
415 pp., indexed, paper. (1990), repr. 2001. ISBN 9780806317250. GPC 4996. $58.50

NEW ENGLAND MARRIAGES Prior to 1700
Clarence A. Torrey
With a New Introduction by Gary Boyd Roberts
This work is a comprehensive listing of the 37,000 married couples who

lived in New England between 1620 and 1700. Included are the names of virtually every married couple living in New England before 1700, their marriage date or the birth year of a first child, the maiden names of 70% of the wives, the birth and death years of both partners, mention of earlier or later marriages, the residences of every couple, and an index of names. The inclusion of maiden names makes it possible to identify the husbands of sisters, daughters, and many granddaughters of immigrants and of im-
migrant sisters or kinswomen.
1,099 pp., indexed, paper. (1985), repr. 2004. ISBN 9780806311029. GPC 5025. $81.00

THIRD SUPPLEMENT TO TORREY’S NEW ENGLAND MARRIAGES Prior to 1700
Melinde Lutz Sanborn
Mrs. Sanborn’s Third Supplement is primarily an index to the major ge-

nealogical periodicals published since Torrey’s death. Covering the period

from 1962 through the spring of 2001, this third supplement incorporates

all of the information from the first and second supplements and contains

80% new material! In all, approximately 6,000 entries referring to as many as 20,000 individuals are included. An impressive number of new entries were provided by prominent researchers from their own unpublished work,

while additional entries were developed from various website postings. Many entries come from multi-generational studies, often running to five or six generations, well into the 18th century. Thus, this work indexes not only the 17th-century couple, but it also leads the researcher to later generations.
397 pp., indexed, paper. (2003), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806317434. $5148. $45.00

A GENEALOGICAL DICTIONARY OF THE FIRST SETTLERS OF NEW ENGLAND, Showing Three Generations of Those Who Came Before May, 1692, on the Basis of Farmer’s Register. With added “Genealogical Notes and Errata” by Mrs. C. H. Dall, and a “Genealogical Cross Index of the Four Volumes” by O. P. Dexter. Four Volumes
James Savage
This is the basic genealogical dictionary of early New England settlers, giving the name of every settler who arrived in New England before 1692 regardless of their station, rank, or fortune. Alphabetically arranged, for each individual it gives the dates of his marriage and death, dates of birth, marriage and death of his children, and birth dates and names of the grandchildren. According to the author, “nineteen twentieths of the people of these New England colonies in 1775 were descendants of those found here in 1692, and probably seven eighths of them were offspring of the settlers before 1642.” “Probably the greatest work on genealogy ever compiled for the New England area.”–P.W. Filby, American & British Genealogy & Heraldry, 3rd edition, 1983.
4 vols. 2,541 pp. in all, indexed, paper. (1660-

62, 1873, 1884), repr. 2012. ISBN 9780806307596. GPC 5170. $243.00/set

FEMALE INDEX to Genealogical Dictionary of the First Settlers of New England by James Savage
Patty Barthell Myers
Savage’s Genealogical Dictionary is one of the greatest works ever published on New England genealogy. The first edition came out in 1860, and as the four volumes were published in alphabetical sequence by family name, the males were usually found by checking their surnames. The females were scattered throughout the four volumes; all were difficult to find, and, if the husbands’ names were unknown, these ladies could not be found. This new female index, however, published almost 150 years after Savage’s Dictionary first came out, lists all the fe-

males alphabetically by maiden name and mar-
rried names (more than 50,000 names altogether).

THE NORTHEAST

Gustav Koerner. Tran. & edited by Don Hein-

rich Tolzmann
This work describes the German immigrant contribu-
tions to American life and society in the mid-19th century, providing a wealth of genea-

logical detail about many German immigrants and their families. Mr. Tolzmann’s footnotes throughout provide more comments concerning Koerner’s subjects and their families.
270 pp., indexed, paper. 2010. ISBN 9780806354989. GPC 9633. $31.50

THE SOUTH

FREE AFRICAN AMERICANS of NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, AND SOUTH CAROLINA from the Colonial Period to About 1820. Fifth Edition. Two Volumes
Paul Heinegg
The Fifth Edition is Paul Heinegg’s most ambi-
tious effort yet to reconstruct the history of the free African American communities of Virginia and the Carolinas by looking at the history of their families. Now published in two volumes,
and 300 pages longer than the Fourth Edition, this work consists of detailed genealogies of 600 free black families that originated in Virginia and migrated to North and South Carolina from the colonial period to about 1820. The families under investigation represent nearly all the African Americans who were free during the colonial period in Virginia and North Carolina.


UNITED STATES (in alphabetical order)

Connecticut

GENEALOGIES OF CONNECTICUT FAMILIES from The New England Historical and Genealogical Register. Three Volumes.

These three volumes, each with its own index, identifies some 75,000 persons in more than 400 family history articles. This set is the most significant repository of Connecticut family histories available. With these volumes, genealogists have the means of undertaking a systematic examination of the work of the finest scholars in Connecticut genealogy.


Georgia

THE GEORGIA FRONTIER. Three Volumes

Volume I: Colonial Families to the Revolution from the earliest settlements to the mid-19th century. We have added A.C. Dutton’s Revolutionary War Period Volume II: Revolutionary War Families to the Mid-1800s Volume III: Descendants of Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina Families

Jeanette Holland Austin Set against the history of Georgia’s advancing frontier, this unprecedented three-volume work sets forth the genealogies of 591 families, referencing tens of thousands of Georgia settlers. The families are divided into three convenient groupings: (1) those who settled prior to 1775, (2) families who first entered Georgia between the Revolution and before the Civil War, and (3) families that migrated to Georgia from Virginia, North Carolina, or South Carolina during various periods.

3 vols., xvi, 591; xiv, 569; & viii, 418 pp. illus., indexed. paper. (2005), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806352725. #CFC 9873. $192.95/set

FAMILIES OF SOUTHEASTERN GEORGIA Excerpted from Georgia’s Coastal Plain: Family and Personal History

Jack N. Averitt Each of the roughly 1,000 sketches gives the subject’s place and date of birth, educational background, and military service, and then career, civic interests, church affiliation, hobbies, and so on. In almost every case, the author furnishes the names of the subject’s parents, spouse, children, and spouse’s parents, usually citing the subject’s date of marriage and the dates or places of birth and death of at least these three generations of family members. In some cases, the subject’s lineage can be traced back to the Civil War.

457 pp., indexed. paper. (1964), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806350998. #CFC 9409. $57.95

GEORGIA FREE PERSONS OF COLOR

Michael A. Ports

An 1818 statute of the Georgia legislature required all free persons of color to register with the inferior court of their county of residence. County clerks were required to inscribe each freed man or woman by name, age, place of birth, residence, year arrived in Georgia, and occupation. The ensuing registers, varying in their completeness, survive for 21 Georgia counties. Over time, Mr. Ports hopes to transcribe all 21 county registers.


HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS OF GEORGIA. Containing the Most Interesting Facts, Traditions, Biographical Sketches, etc., Relating to Its History and Antiquities, from Its First Settlement to the Present Time.

Third Edition

Rev. George White

This is a major collection of colonial and Revolutionary documents, biographical sketches of prominent persons, lists of early settlers, militia rolls, and lists of soldiers and officers in the Revolution from the earliest settlements to the mid-19th century. We have added A.C. Dutton’s 1920 “Name Index” of 38 pages, listing 7,000 names in the text.

3 rd ed. xvi, 788 pp., indexed. paper. (1854), repr. 2004. ISBN 9780806303765. #CFC 6300. $81.00

Kentucky

KENTUCKY [COURT AND OTHER] RECORDS. Early Wills and Marriages, Old Bible Records and Tombstone Inscriptions. [Vol. I]

Mrs. William B. Ardery

This work covers the years from about 1724 to 1875 and relates to the counties of Barre, Bath, Bourbon, Clark, Daviess, Fayette, Harrison, Jessamine, Lincoln, Madison, Mason, Montgomery, Nelson, Nicholas, Ohio, Scott, and Shelby. Includes an index to estates and inventories of Revolutionary War soldiers.

206 pp., indexed. (1926), repr. 2003. ISBN 9780806300003. #CFC 141. $31.00

KENTUCKY MARRIAGES, 1797–1865. From the Register of the Kentucky Historical Society, 1930–1940

G. Glenn Clift

These abstracts of marriage notices are listed chronologically, and each entry gives the name of the bride and groom and the marriage date; many include the place of residence and parents’ names. The source of the information is provided for each entry. About 8,000 names of brides and grooms are in the index.

258 pp., indexed. paper. (1930–1940), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806300074. #CFC 1050. $36.00

KENTUCKY OBITUARIES, 1787–1854

G. Glenn Clift

These 5,000 obituary notices were extracted from six early Kentucky newspapers and published in installments in The Register of the Kentucky Historical Society. Most entries give the name of the deceased, place of residence, name(s) of wife or husband, parents or other survivors, date of death, and other genealogical details.


EARLY FAMILIES OF EASTERN AND SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY AND THEIR DESCENDANTS

William C. Kozee

This massive compilation contains genealogies of the section of Kentucky originally encompassing the counties of Floyd, Knox, Greenup, and Clay. The genealogies refer to about 12,000 persons, many of them worked through several generations. Data furnished generally includes name, date of birth, marriage, and death, place of residence, incidental facts pertaining to military and public service, references to public records, etc. Visit our website for a list of the families treated.


PIONEER FAMILIES OF EASTERN AND SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

William C. Kozee

This work, which treats the same area as Kozee’s Early Families of Eastern and Southeastern Kentucky above, is largely a sourcebook of genealogical data rather than a collection of family histories. Genealogical information on each county is uniform and arranged in the following manner: first is given the boundary and establishment by law of each county; next, a synopsis of the earliest court records pertaining to the county; then, often a list of pioneer families according to the 1870 federal census and various county tax lists; and finally, and of greatest importance to the researcher, marriage records of various southeastern Kentucky counties. Additional sections of interest include lists of Revolutionary War, of 1812, and Civil War soldiers.


THE BOONE FAMILY. A Genealogical History of the Descendants of George and Mary Boone Who Came to America in 1717

Hazel Atterbury Spraker

This work is widely regarded as a model genealogy because of its high standards of research. The author traces the Boones through eleven generations from the original emigrant ancestors. There is data on families of undetermined connection, as well as on families that married into the Boone family in earlier generations. This volume contains Revolutionary War records; and other material, including, of course, a biography of Daniel Boone.

708 pp., illus., indexed. paper. (1922), repr. 2006. ISBN 9780806306124. #CFC 5520. $54.00
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GENEALOGICAL DICTIONARY of Maine and New Hampshire
Sybil Noyes, Charles T. Libby and Walter G. Davis

This indispensable and comprehensive reference work is offered in a convenient one-volume form. It contains extensive biographical genealogical data on every family established in Maine and New Hampshire before 1699. Listed are the births, marriages, and deaths of the settlers through the third generation, and sometimes into the fourth. Also included are data on places of origin, residences, wills and deeds, court cases, and highlights of lives and careers.

5 parts in 1. 812 pp. in all, paper. (1928–1939), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806305028. “CFC 4205. $54.95

BRITISH ROOTS OF MARYLAND FAMILIES
Robert Barnes

This is the most authoritative account of the British origins of Maryland families. Source materials on which these genealogies are based derive from a combination of Mr. Barnes’s own extensive research over the past thirty years and the pioneering work on the origins of Maryland families made by earlier researchers such as Henry F. Waters, Harry Wright Newman, and, more recently, Peter Wilson Coldham.


BRITISH ROOTS OF MARYLAND FAMILIES II
Robert Barnes

This companion volume is the culmination of research that was undertaken after the publica


MARYLAND GENEALOGIES. A Consolidation of Articles from the Maryland Historical Magazine. Two Volumes
With an Introduction by Robert Barnes

This work contains all the family history articles published in the Maryland Historical Magazine from its inception through 1976—nearly 100 articles in all, naming some 15,000 persons.


TO MARYLAND FROM OVERSEAS
Harry Wright Newman

This work has documentation on the British and Continental origins of 1,400 people who settled in Maryland between 1634 and the beginning of the federal period. Each colonist is dealt with in a separate paragraph, the contents of which range from abstracts of wills, deeds, patents, judgment records, pension records, and naturalizations to abstracts of private papers, visitations, and parish registers.


MARYLAND RECORDS: Colonial, Revolutionary, County and Church from Original Sources. Two Volumes
Gaius M. Brumbaugh

This work is the most comprehensive collection of genealogical source materials ever compiled on the state of Maryland. Along with the 1776 census—which lists every inhabitant in every household in eight of the then-existing Maryland counties—are marriages, loyalty oaths, tombstone inscriptions, pensions, naturalizations, surveys, rent rolls, and other types of lists. Marriage records cover the counties of Anne Arundel, Charles, Frederick, Montgomery, St. Mary’s, Washington, and Worcester; church records include birth and death records of All Saints Parish, Frederick, 1727–1781, and parish registers of Prince George’s Parish, George’s County, and St. Martin’s Parish in Worcester County. More than 50,000 individuals are named.


PROVINCIAL LAND OFFICE OF MARYLAND. A Century of Land Management, 1677–1777
Richard Hayes Phillips

Published in 2002 in connection with the 325th anniversary of the Provincial Land Office, this volume contains data on every parcel of land transferred by the Lord Proprietor. Approximately 30,000 tracts of land were transferred during the 18th century, when land was a primary commodity for the economic expansion of the colonies.


WHITE SLAVE CHILDREN OF CHARLES COUNTY, MARYLAND: The Search for Survivors
Richard Hayes Phillips

Here the author examines the treatment of children kidnapped and sold into slavery, and identifies those who survived. The records studied for this volume cover the years 1658–1733 and name almost 900 children. Mr. Phillips has assembled from these records all that is known about the lives of the children following their release from servitude, including descendants for several generations, land purchases, and other vital details.

xxv, 413 pp., indexed, paper. 2015. ISBN 9780806320311. “CFC 4609. $43.50

THE ARK AND THE DOVE ADVENTURERS. By The Society of The Ark and The Dove
George Elly Russell and Donna Valley Russell, Editors

This is the first comprehensive account of the original Maryland colonists, and it contains compiled genealogies of their descendants to the fifth generation when possible. Because there are no recorded passenger lists for the Ark and Dove, the compilers have mined alternative record sources in order to reconstruct the roster of passengers, provide detailed biographies, and establish the genealogical links and vital statistics that make up the heart of this book, which identifies approximately 6,000 individuals.


ABSTRACTS OF THE DEBT BOOKS OF THE PROVINCIAL LAND OFFICE OF MARYLAND.
V. L. Skinner, Jr.

The Provincial Land Office of Maryland was responsible for distributing land from 1634 to 1777 on behalf of the Lord Proprietor. Land owners acquired their plots by means of a warrant, followed by a patent. Each piece of land so granted was subject to a yearly rent. The debt books list persons owning land, giving the names of the parcel(s) and the acreage of each tract

1659, it was lawful for justices of the peace to kidnap children found begging or vagrant and ship them to the plantations as servants without indentures, many held for their entire lifetimes.

322 pp., indexed, paper. 2013. ISBN 9780806319797. “CFC 4606. $32.50

WHITE SLAVE CHILDREN OF COLONIAL MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA: Birth and Shipping Records
Richard Hayes Phillips

Compiled from shipping records in the Library of Congress, the Bristol [England] Records Office and elsewhere, the author has identified 170 ships that carried white slave children to the plantations of colonial Maryland and Virginia. This volume identifies more than 1,400 children with their original parish or town records, birth, and baptismal records.

xxxi. 392 pp., indexed, paper. 2015. ISBN 9780806320304. “CFC 4608. $43.50

SETTLERS OF MARYLAND, 1679–1783. An Extensive Study of the Early Landowners of Maryland
Peter Wilson Coldham

This volume presents a list of the early landowners of Maryland between 1634 and the beginning of the federal period, each colonist is dealt with in a separate paragraph, the contents of which range from abstracts of wills, deeds, patents, judgment records, pension records, and naturalizations to abstracts of private papers, visitations, and parish registers.

The author has compiled this work from a wide range of information, including data from the Provincial Land Office, and elsewhere, the surveys, rent rolls, and other types of lists. Mar


ABSTRACTS OF THE DEBT BOOKS OF THE PROVINCIAL LAND OFFICE OF MARYLAND.
V. L. Skinner, Jr.

The Provincial Land Office of Maryland was responsible for distributing land from 1634 to 1777 on behalf of the Lord Proprietor. Land owners acquired their plots by means of a warrant, followed by a patent. Each piece of land so granted was subject to a yearly rent. The debt books list persons owning land, giving the names of the parcel(s) and the acreage of each tract

1659, it was lawful for justices of the peace to kidnap children found begging or vagrant and ship them to the plantations as servants without indentures, many held for their entire lifetimes.

322 pp., indexed, paper. 2013. ISBN 9780806319797. “CFC 4606. $32.50

WHITE SLAVE CHILDREN OF COLONIAL MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA: Birth and Shipping Records
Richard Hayes Phillips

Compiled from shipping records in the Library of Congress, the Bristol [England] Records Office and elsewhere, the author has identified 170 ships that carried white slave children to the plantations of colonial Maryland and Virginia. This volume identifies more than 1,400 children with their original parish or town records, birth, and baptismal records.

xxxi. 392 pp., indexed, paper. 2015. ISBN 9780806320304. “CFC 4608. $43.50

SETTLERS OF MARYLAND, 1679–1783. An Extensive Study of the Early Landowners of Maryland
Peter Wilson Coldham

This volume presents a list of the early landowners of Maryland between 1634 and the beginning of the federal period, each colonist is dealt with in a separate paragraph, the contents of which range from abstracts of wills, deeds, patents, judgment records, pension records, and naturalizations to abstracts of private papers, visitations, and parish registers.

The author has compiled this work from a wide range of information, including data from the Provincial Land Office, and elsewhere, the surveys, rent rolls, and other types of lists. Mar


ABSTRACTS OF THE DEBT BOOKS OF THE PROVINCIAL LAND OFFICE OF MARYLAND.
V. L. Skinner, Jr.

The Provincial Land Office of Maryland was responsible for distributing land from 1634 to 1777 on behalf of the Lord Proprietor. Land owners acquired their plots by means of a warrant, followed by a patent. Each piece of land so granted was subject to a yearly rent. The debt books list persons owning land, giving the names of the parcel(s) and the acreage of each tract

1659, it was lawful for justices of the peace to kidnap children found begging or vagrant and ship them to the plantations as servants without indentures, many held for their entire lifetimes.
that the person owned for each year rent was collected. The books are arranged by county, by year, and then by the name of the person paying the rent. Mr. Skinner's transcription of the debt books is an ongoing project. So far, the debt books for the following counties have been transcribed:

- *Frederick County, Vol. IV* (1769–1769): 412 pp., indexed, paper. 2014. ISBN 9780806357157. ©FC 8555. $43.50
- *Queen Anne's County, Vol. I* (1734, 1745, 1747, 1754, 1757, 1759, 1760): 560 pp., indexed, paper. 2016. ISBN 9780806358512. ©FC 8558. $46.00
- *Pioneers of Old Monocacy* Grace L. Tracey & John R. Dern

This work has a dual focus. First it attempts to locate and describe the land of the early settlers. This is done by means of a superb series of plat maps, drawn to scale from original surveys and based on both certificates of survey and patents. These show the exact locations of the various grants and lots, names of owners and occupiers, dates of surveys and patents, and names of contiguous land owners. Second, it identifies the early settlers and inhabitants of the area through deeds, wills and inventories, judgment records, and rent rolls. Winner of the 1988 Donald Lines Jacobus Award! 442 pp., illus., indexed. paper. 1987. reprinted. 2010. ISBN 9780806311838. ©GPC 5835. $47.00

Massachusetts

THE PIONEERS OF MASSACHUSETTS [1620–1650]. A Descriptive List, Drawn from Records of the Colonies, Towns and Churches

Charles Henry Pope

An alphabetically arranged list of about 5,000 settlers and their families, this work contains dates of arrival, occupations, estates, marriages, names and dates of birth of children, and abstracts of probated wills—embodying genealogical riches such as names, dates, heirs, family relationships, and places of residence and death. 550 pp., indexed, paper. (1900). reprinted. 2009. ISBN 0806307749. ©GPC 4660. $54.00

Michigan

MICHIGAN GENEALOGY: Sources & Resources. Second Edition

Carol McGinnis

This work identifies records on the state and regional level and then the county level, providing details of vital records, court and land records, military records, newspapers, and census records, as well as the holdings of the various societies and institutions whose resources and facilities support the special needs of the genealogist. This thoroughly revised and expanded edition devotes an entire chapter to Internet resources for Michigan family history research. Other new chapters explore the reasons why people settled in Michigan; territorial and state laws that governed the recording of vital records in Michigan; and non-traditional sources for research, such as prison and poorhouse records. 2nd ed. 508 pp., indexed, paper. 2005. ISBN 9780806317557. ©GPC 3525. $47.00

The main types of records covered include:

- Birth records
- Marriage records
- Death records
- Naturalization records
- Military records
- Census records
- Newspapers
- Church records
- Cemetery records
- Land records
- Court records
- Legal records
- Immigration records
- Probate records
- Homestead records
- Immigration records
- and more.
**New Jersey**

**GENEALOGIES OF NEW JERSEY FAMILIES from the Genealogical Magazine of New Jersey, Two Volumes**

This consolidation brings together all the genealogies, biographies, sketches, and Bible records published in this journal from its first issue in 1925 through the end of Volume 65. The volumes contain scores upon scores of extensive articles and short sketches on the early families of New Jersey. The indexes contain over 70,000 names. Visit our website for a complete list of the families covered.

2 vols. 2,226 pp. in all, indexed, paper. 1996. ISBN 9780806314907. | #CFC 4058. $177.00/set

**10,000 VITAL RECORDS OF WESTERN NEW YORK, 1809–1850**

Fred Q. Bowman

The vital records in this work come from marriage and death columns in five western New York newspapers published before 1850: The Republican Advocate of Batavia, the Steuben Farmers Advocate of Bath, the Geneva Gazette, the Jamestown Journal, and Palmrya’s Wayne Sentinel. Birth announcements were not published in general in early newspapers, but many of the marriage and death notices mentioned birth years, birthplaces, and parents’ names.


**FINDING YOUR ANCESTORS IN NEW YORK CITY**

Joseph Bugg

Since the immigrant ancestor who arrived in New York represented the best chance of finding the place of origin in Ireland, helping the researcher find the place of origin of their immigrant ancestor is the central objective of this work. The author provides detailed information about records, resources, and strategies for achieving this objective.

166 pp., indexed. 2014. ISBN 9780806319889. | #CFC 776. $21.95

**EARLY SETTLERS OF NEW YORK STATE—Their Ancestors and Descendants, Two Volumes**

Janet Welly Foley

This is a consolidated, edited version of a scarce and very important periodical, Early Settlers of New York State. Edited by New York genealogist Janet Foley, the magazine’s purpose was to collect, publish, and preserve church records, tombstone inscriptions, and early records—first from western New York, then from all of New York State. By the time they had suspended publication, Mrs. Foley, with assistance from her husband, had compiled reams of Bible records, marriages, obituaries, and the other primary genealogical sources for the Empire State. This work brings together all the available source material and identifies great numbers of these heretofore little known Loyalists.

286 pp., indexed. (1940), repr. 2011. ISBN 9780806308395. | #CFC 1415. $39.00

**NORTH CAROLINA WILLS: A Testator Index, 1665–1900. Corrected and Revised Edition**

Thornton W. Mitchel

This list of over 75,000 testators provides the county and date of probate, volume and page of recorded will, and the location of the original will. It also gives a concise history of the probate records of all 107 North Carolina counties.

630 pp., paper. (1993), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806311610. | #CFC 3858. $60.95

**ROSTER OF SOLDIERS FROM NORTH CAROLINA IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION**

North Carolina D.A.R.

During the Revolution

Robert O. DeMond

North Carolina probably had a greater number of Loyalist soldiers and civilians who supported the Crown in proportion to its population than did any other colony. This work brings together all the available source material and identifies great numbers of these heretofore little known Loyalists.

228 pp., indexed. (1932), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806310917. | #CFC 4150. $58.50

**NEW YORK IN THE REVOLUTION AS COLONY AND STATE. Second Edition [Together with Supplement]. Two Volumes in One**

James A. Roberts and Frederick G. Mather

New York put at least 43,643 men in the field, all of whom are identified in this work from original muster rolls and payrolls in the State Comptroller’s Office, as well as from records concerning regiments of the line in rolls on file in the old War Department in Washington. An additional 8,217 men are named in the Land Bounty Papers, making a total force of nearly 52,000 men.

2nd ed., 2 vols. in 1. 900 pp. in all, indexed, paper. (1898, 1901), repr. 1996. ISBN 9780806314891. | #CFC 4967. $81.00

**NORTH CAROLINA TaxPAYERS, 1701–1876**

Clarence E. Ratcliff

Most of the data comes from tax lists microfilmed at the North Carolina State Archives in Raleigh, supplemented with names from the periodical North Carolina Genealogy, which includes persons owning headrights and land rights. The names of about 28,000 taxpayers are listed alphabetically with the county of residence and date, and in some cases additional data is supplied.

The counties covered are: Anson, Beaufort, Bertie, Bladen, Brunswick, Bute, Caswell, Chowan, Craven, Cumberland, Currituck, Dobbs, Edgecombe, Franklin-Wareham-Vance, Gates, Greene, New Hanover, Northampton, Onslow, Orange, Pasquotank, Perquimans, Pitt, Randolph, Rowan, Tryon, and Tyrrell.

228 pp., paper. (1984), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806310794. | #CFC 4760. $36.00
genealogical research in ohio. 2nd Edition

Kip Sperry

Ohio has an abundance of sources available for genealogical research—statewide indexes and personal name finding aids, biographies, local histories, vital and church records, probate and court records, census and military records, passenger lists, newspapers, naturalization records, gravestones, genealogical collections, and others. These sources and many others are described in great detail in this new second edition of Kip Sperry's Genealogical Research in Ohio. It examines the holdings of the major Ohio archives and libraries and focuses on the many other resources available to the researcher. It also includes a greatly expanded bibliography of Ohio books and periodicals. New to this second edition are Ohio sources on compact disc and the Internet.


EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS. Reprinted with "The Index to Early Ohio Tax Records"

Esther Weggandt Powell

Taking the place of pre-1820 census records, this work presents a county-by-county list of Ohio County and residents from about 1800 to 1825. Along with the 1801 tax list of the Virginia Military District, it contains the names of taxpayers listed in various county tax rolls, and it also contains lists of original proprietors and settlers (taken from other sources), names of holders of military warrants, voters' lists, householders' lists, occasional lists of Revolutionary soldiers, and lists of resident proprietors. The work is arranged by county, with multiple tax lists arranged chronologically thereunder, and there is at least one tax list given for each of the 75 counties covered, the combined lists naming about 50,000 taxpayers.


SWISS PIONEERS OF SOUTHEASTERN OHIO. The Re-Discovered 1819 Settlements of Jacob Fisher, Baron Rudolph de Steiguer, & Lud wig Gall (plus John Joseph Labarthe in Louisiana)

Ernest Thode

The Gall/Fisher group, which established a permanent Swiss settlement in Monroe County, Ohio, in 1819, was sponsored by a private commission led by Lud wig Gall. Already in 1819, the Sadtler clan representing Baron Rudolph de Steiguer, came to Athens County, Ohio. Lastly, the family of Swiss merchant trader John Joseph Labarthe settled in Louisiana. Mr. Thode located the passenger lists for the Swiss arrivals at New York and in a French military archive in Brest. Swiss vital records also added information on these persons.

iv, 124 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (2017). ISBN 9780806358473. *GFC 8593. $22.00

Pennsylvania

THE SCOTCH-IRISH OF COLONIAL PENNSYLVANIA

Wayland F. Dunaway

Dunaway’s classic outlines the circumstances behind the settlement of Lowland Scots in Ulster, their life in that Province for two or three generations, and the reasons for their emigration to America. It then traces the migratory movements of the Scotch-Irish from Northern Ireland to Pennsylvania, and from Pennsylvania to the foothills of the Appalachians through the Great Valley of Virginia to the Carolinas and Georgia.

273 pp., indexed. (1944), repr. 2007. ISBN 97808086308500. *GFC 1540. $31.00

SWISS AND GERMAN PIONEER SETTLERS OF SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA

H. Frank Eshleman

The major emphasis of this work is on Lancaster County genealogy and the emigration from the Palatinate in the 18th century, while substantial sections are devoted to lists of early settlers and biographical sketches of those who subsequently became known as Pennsylvania Germans.


PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN MARRIAGES. Marriages and Marriage Evidence in Pennsylvania German Churches

Donna R. Irish

This work provides documentation on some 50,000 persons of German origin as found in records of approximately 100 churches in eastern Pennsylvania. The records of actual marriages generally give the names of the bride and groom, the date of marriage, names of parents, place of residence, and sometimes place of origin, date of birth, and previous marital status; while records of marriage deriving from baptismal entries, burial records, etc., variously give names of parents (usually the maiden name of the mother), names of grandparents and sponsors, place and date of birth and/or baptism, names of children, and date of death.


A COLLECTION OF UPWARDS OF THIRTY THOUSAND NAMES OF GERMAN, SWISS, DUTCH, FRENCH and Other Immigrants to Pennsylvania from 1727 to 1776

I. Daniel Rupp

This work is concerned mainly with early Palatine immigration and refers to 30,000 passengers in 319 passengers’ lists, with the name of the ship and its origin, arranged by date of arrival. Also included is a listing of over a thousand settlers who came to Pennsylvania from other states. Contains an index of ships and an index of surnames.

581 pp., illus., indexed. (1876, 1931), repr. 2006. ISBN 97808063103024. *GFC 5045. $47.00

PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN PIONEERS: A Publication of the Original Lists of Arrivals in the Port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 1808. Two Volumes

Ralph Beaver Strassburger and William J. Hinke

The most complete collection of colonial passenger lists ever published, this work comprises all the original lists of persons who arrived in the port of Philadelphia between 1727 and 1808. The lists were assembled from state archives and give the names of 38,000 immigrants, names of ships, dates of arrival, and places of origin. Volume I covers the period 1727–1775 and contains 324 ship passenger lists, including captains’ lists, signers of the oath of allegiance, and signers of the oath of abjuration. Volume II covers the period 1785–1808 and includes 182 additional lists, in many cases giving ages, occupations, and birthplaces.

Pennsylvania-German Church Records of Births, Baptisms, Marriages, Burials, etc., from the Pennsylvania German Society Proceedings and Addresses. Three Volumes
With an Introduction by Don Yoder
These three volumes contain all of the church records ever published by the Pennsylvania German Society, thus preserving the records of a great many key churches in southeastern Pennsylvania—Lancaster, York, Lehigh, Montgomery, and Northampton—the heartland of Pennsylvania-German country. The records identify not only parents and children, husbands and wives, but witnesses and sponsors as well. A staggering 125,000 people are mentioned, all cited in the indexes, which were compiled for this publication.

Pennsylvania Vital Records from The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography and The Pennsylvania Genealogical Magazine. Three Volumes
This work comprises reprints of virtually every article on births, baptisms, marriages, and deaths that ever appeared in the two most important Pennsylvania periodicals. The vital records derive from church registers, court records, records of local officials and justices, ministers’ records, newspapers, and gravestone inscriptions. Our three volumes are completely indexed and contain references to over 100,000 persons!

Rhode Island
Genealogical Dictionary of Rhode Island. Comprising Three Generations of Settlers Who Came Before 1690
John Osborne Austin
This legendary work consists of alphabetically arranged genealogical tables of approximately 500 Rhode Island families. Thousands of descendents of pre-1690 settlers are carried to the third generation, and about 100 families are carried to the fourth. The majority of the entries contain records of birth—in all but the last generation—marriages, deaths, and places of residence, with excerpts from wills and deeds and other court records.

Genealogies of Rhode Island Families from Rhode Island Periodicals. Two Volumes
This compilation of family history articles derives from six publications that are completely out of the reach of the average researcher and almost entirely unknown, even to the professional. Viewed as a collection—with dozens of articles on English origins and scores of other articles showing descent from immigrant settlers—the family history articles found in these six periodicals offer the researcher an excellent chance of making ancestral connections in Rhode Island.
2 vols. 862, 914 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1983, repr. 2011). ISBN 9780806310169. $CFC 4879. $162.00/set

South Carolina
South Carolina Marriages, 1688–1799
Brent H. Holcomb
This list of some 6,500 hard-to-find South Carolina marriage records bears reference to approximately 1,000 persons. The work is arranged alphabetically by the surname of the groom; brides and others mentioned in the records are located in the index. Each entry gives the name of the bride, the date of the marriage, and source of the record.

South Carolina Marriages, 1800–1820
Brent H. Holcomb
Drawing on more than thirty separate sources, this sequel to Mr. Holcomb’s work above contains some 2,000 marriage records.

Supplement to South Carolina Marriages, 1688–1820
Brent H. Holcomb
This booklet is based on sources that were either overlooked in preparing the previous two volumes or came to light since then. Included are more than 1,000 new entries, with brides and others persons mentioned in the records listed separately in the index.

Roster of South Carolina Patriots in the American Revolution
Bobby Gilmer Moss
This work identifies more than 20,000 rank and file South Carolina soldiers, identified from pension records, bounty land warrants, annuants’ claims, audited accounts, muster rolls, pay lists, and standard published sources. The information is arranged in paragraph form under the name of each soldier and includes some or all of the following: dates of enlistment, battles, and skirmishes; names of commanding officers; names or designation of military unit; rank attained; notations indicating whether the soldier was wounded, killed or a prisoner; source citations; and, in the case of data deriving from federal pension files or state annuity claims, dates and places of birth and death, names of wives and children, places of residence before and after the war.

Scotch-Irish Migration to South Carolina, 1772 (Rev. William Martin and His Five Shipsloads of Settlers
Jean Stephenson
Of interest here are the land evidences assembles from entries found in the South Carolina Council Journal; namely, authorizations, survey abstracts, wills, deeds and other records which demonstrate where each family settled or was entitled to settle. The families, which are grouped under the name of the vessel they traveled in, are identified by the name of the household head, names of spouse and children, number of acres, survey records, county, location of the nearest body of water and the names of abutting neighbors, and the source of the information.

Tennessee
1770–1780 Census of the Cumberland Settlements: Davidson, Sumner and Tennessee Counties
Richard Carlton Fulcher
This work is an attempt to reconstruct a census of the Cumberland River settlements in Davidson, Sumner, and Tennessee counties, which today comprise all or part of forty Tennessee counties. Mr. Fulcher abstracted from public records all references to those living in the jurisdictions between 1770 and 1790. From wills, deeds, court minutes, marriage records, military records, and many related items, this is a careful document of the inhabitants—virtually the “first” census of Tennessee.

Earliest Tennessee Land Records & Earliest Tennessee Land History
Irene M. Griffee, CG
In the first portion of this book, Mrs. Griffee organizes the legal history of the early Tennessee land system so that the reader can grasp their substance. The bulk of this volume, however, consists of abstracts of some 16,000 of the earliest Tennessee land records in existence, all in a separate set.

West Tennessee’s Forgotten Children: Apprentices, 1821–1889
East Tennessee’s Forgotten Children: Apprentices, 1778–1911
Alan N. Miller, II
West Tennessee’s Forgotten Children contains over 4,000 apprenticeship records scattered among the minutes of the county courts for West Tennessee, spanning the years 1821 to 1889 and lists in tabular form the apprenticeships created in nineteen Tennessee counties: Benton, Carroll, Crockett, Decatur, Dyer, Fayette, Gibson, Hardeman, Hardin, Haywood, Henry, Lake, Lauderdale, Madison, McNairy, Nolichucky, Overton, Perry, Polk, Weakley. The compiler has arranged the records by county and therewith chronologically. For each record Dr. Miller gives the name of the apprentice, a date (either the date of the original bond or indenture, or a subsequent date), the age at apprenticeship, the name of the master, and miscellaneous information ranging from the name of the master’s child who was a sibling, to the cause of apprenticeship (e.g., orphan), his/her trade, etc. The East Tennessee volume, containing about 11,000 entries and spanning the period 1778 to 1911, bears reference to apprenticeships created in the following Tennessee counties: Anderson, Blaine, Bledsoe, Blount, Bradley, Campbell, Carter, Claiborne, Grainger, Greene, Hamblen, Hawkins, Jefferson, Johnson, Knox, Loudon, Marion, McMinn, Meigs, Monroe, Morgan, Polk, Rhea, Roane, Scott, Sequatchie, Sevier, Sullivan, Union, and Washington.
Coverage in the Middle Tennessee volume extends to some 7,000 apprenticeship records between 1774 and 1902. Following the same tabular arrangement as in the other volumes, it identifies apprentices born in the following thirty-five Tennessee counties: Bedford, Cannon, Cheatham, Clay, Coffee, Davidson, DeKalb, Dickson, Franklin, Giles, Grundy, Hickman, Houston, Humphreys, Jackson, Lawrence, Lewis, Lincoln, Marshall, Maury, Montgomery, Moore, Overton, Perry, Robertson, Rutherford, Smith, Stewart, Sumner, Van Buren, Warren, Wayne, White, Williamson, and Wilson.

TENNESSEE ADOPTIONS, 1805–1900
Alan N. Miller
The adoption records abstracted for this book fall into two categories: (1) Adoptions abstracted from state legislative records, labeled TPA (Tennessee Private Acts), and (2) Adoption proceedings in local courts, recovered from widely scattered, mostly unindexed Minute Books of the County Courts. The minutes of the County Courts of most Tennessee counties were searched until about 1900, but the search of Circuit Court Minutes was suspended in 1860. Includes accounts of why a child was available for adoption.
382 pp., indexed, paper. 2009. ISBN 9780806354057. $45.00

TENNESSEE COUSINS. A History of Tennessee People
Worth S. Ray
All Tennessee counties are covered in this work, each with pertinent genealogical data such as abstracts of wills and deeds, tombstone inscriptions, marriage records, and sketches of early settlers. The most important records include First Court Records of Washington and Wilson Counties, the Marriage Records of Greene, Washington, Jefferson and Knox counties, and Revolutionary Soldiers of Roane County. This work also reaches out to the Carolinas, Georgia, Maryland, Virginia, and other Southern states as well. The index contains over 6,000 names. 819 pp., maps, illus., indexed, paper. (1950), repr. 2004. ISBN 9780806302898. $240.00. $60.95

GENEALOGICAL RECORDS IN TEXAS
Imogene Kennedy & Leon Kennedy
In text and maps, this guide provides detailed information on the inventories and historical background of the state, the origin of each county, the location of the records for each portion of the county before it was organized into its present boundaries, and specific records available in the various county courthouses, the Texas State Library, the Texas State Archives, and the Texas General Land Office.

GENEALOGICAL AND FAMILY HISTORY OF THE STATE OF VERMONT. A Record of the Achievements of Her People in the Making of a Commonwealth and the Founding of a Nation. Two Volumes
Hiram Carleton
In all cases, these family histories are traced forward from the oldest known ancestor of the line to the family member (living or memorialized) featured in the sketch, for whom, in turn, a biography—often with a photograph—is provided. This is followed, frequently, by additional, collateral lines linked to the subject of the essay. Many of the lineages go back to 16th-century England, still others give connections to Massachusetts and the other New England states. Finally, while the work contains upwards of 30,000 references to kith and kin, the name indexes found at the front of the two volumes identify nearly 1,200 principal descendants of the main families treated.
2 vols., 1,474 pp. in all, illus., partially indexed, paper. (1903), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806347943. $240.00. $92.00/set

SOLDIERS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR BURIED IN VERMONT
Walter H. Crockett
This unusual work contains lists comprising the names of nearly 6,000 Revolutionary soldiers buried in Vermont; many of the soldiers emigrated from other states into Vermont during the years immediately following the Revolution. The names were gathered from a variety of sources, but the largest number were extracted from a rare list of Vermont Revolutionary pensioners, a list embracing inexpensive pensions.
82 pp., paper. (1901-1904 and 1905-1906), repr. 2007. ISBN 9780806305349. $16.95

GENEALOGIES OF VIRGINIA FAMILIES from the Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, Five Volumes
These volumes contain every family history article published in the Virginia Magazine of History and Biography from 1893 through 1977. The articles touch on families from all parts of the Old Dominion, and the majority trace lines of descent through as many as seven or eight generations, the data covering a period of three or four centuries or more. Update is suspended with 1860. Includes accounts of the military’s “size” rolls which routinely give the soldier’s place of birth, age, residence, occupation, and physical description.

POCAHONTAS’ DESCENDANTS: A Revision, Enlargement and Extension of the List as Set Out by Wyndham Robertson in His Book Pocahontas and Her Descendants (1887). Combined with two volumes of corrections and additions
Stuart E. Brown, Jr, Lorraine F. Myors & Eileen N. Chappel
From research based on county court minutes and orders, bounty land applications and warrants, records of courts martial, county militia rosters, Hening’s Statutes at Large, the Draper manuscripts, and manuscripts in the Public Record Office in London, we here have an authoritative register of Virginia’s colonial soldiers. Included are the military’s “size” rolls which routinely give the soldier’s place of birth, age, residence, occupation, and physical description.

GENEALOGIES OF VIRGINIA FAMILIES from the Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, Five Volumes
This work contains all the family history articles to have appeared in VMHB from 1893 through 1977. The articles touch on families from all parts of the Old Dominion, and the majority trace lines of descent through as many as seven or eight generations, the data covering a period of three or four centuries or more. Updated is suspended with 1860. Includes accounts of the military’s “size” rolls which routinely give the soldier’s place of birth, age, residence, occupation, and physical description.
9780806317632. 82 pp., paper. (1903-1904 and 1905-1906), repr. 2007. ISBN 9780806305349. $16.95

FULL NAME INDEX TO 100,000 Virginians
This volume contains over 100,000 Virginians, each of whom is cited in the specialized prepared indexes at the back of each volume. 5 vols. 4,740 pp. in all, indexed, paper. (1982), repr. 2011. ISBN 9780806309552. $405.00/set

FIVE VOLUMES
From research based on county court minutes and orders, bounty land applications and warrants, records of courts martial, county militia rosters, Hening’s Statutes at Large, the Draper manuscripts, and manuscripts in the Public Record Office in London, we here have an authoritative register of Virginia’s colonial soldiers. Included are the military’s “size” rolls which routinely give the soldier’s place of birth, age, residence, occupation, and physical description.

GENEALOGY OF VIRGINIA FAMILIES
These volumes contain every family history article published in the Quarterly from 1893 through 1977. The articles touch on families from all parts of the Old Dominion, and the majority trace lines of descent through as many as seven or eight generations, the data covering a period of three or four centuries or more. Updated is suspended with 1860. Includes accounts of the military’s “size” rolls which routinely give the soldier’s place of birth, age, residence, occupation, and physical description.

APOLOGIES TO VIRGINIA FAMILIES
This work contains all the family history articles published in the Quarterly from 1893 through 1977. The articles touch on families from all parts of the Old Dominion, and the majority trace lines of descent through as many as seven or eight generations, the data covering a period of three or four centuries or more. Updated is suspended with 1860. Includes accounts of the military’s “size” rolls which routinely give the soldier’s place of birth, age, residence, occupation, and physical description.

THE WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE QUARTERLY. Five Volumes
These volumes contain every family history article published in the Quarterly from 1893 to 1943. No fewer than 500 genealogies were published, and these, together with a substantial number of Bible records, are reprinted here. With these five volumes, the researcher has within reach a comprehensive collection of family history articles with accompanying indexes to the 100,000 persons mentioned (marking the first time complete-name indexes have been published). Each volume is separately indexed.

WASHINGTONIAN'S DESCENDANTS: A Revision, Enlargement and Extension of the List as Set Out by Wyndham Robertson in His Book Pocahontas and Her Descendants (1887). Combined with two volumes of corrections and additions
Stuart E. Brown, Jr, Lorraine F. Myors & Eileen N. Chappel
From research based on county court minutes and orders, bounty land applications and warrants, records of courts martial, county militia rosters, Hening’s Statutes at Large, the Draper manuscripts, and manuscripts in the Public Record Office in London, we here have an authoritative register of Virginia’s colonial soldiers. Included are the military’s “size” rolls which routinely give the soldier’s place of birth, age, residence, occupation, and physical description.

THE STATE OF VERMONT. A Record of the Genealogical and Family History of Vermont
Alan N. Miller
This work contains all the family history articles published in the Quarterly from 1893 through 1977. The articles touch on families from all parts of the Old Dominion, and the majority trace lines of descent through as many as seven or eight generations, the data covering a period of three or four centuries or more. Updated is suspended with 1860. Includes accounts of the military’s “size” rolls which routinely give the soldier’s place of birth, age, residence, occupation, and physical description.

GENEALOGIES AND FAMILY HISTORY OF THE STATE OF VERMONT. A Record of the Achievements of Her People in the Making of a Commonwealth and the Founding of a Nation. Two Volumes
Hiram Carleton
In all cases, these family histories are traced forward from the oldest known ancestor of the line to the family member (living or memorialized) featured in the sketch, for whom, in turn, a biography—often with a photograph—is provided. This is followed, frequently, by additional, collateral lines linked to the subject of the essay. Many of the lineages go back to 16th-century England, still others give connections to Massachusetts and the other New England states. Finally, while the work contains upwards of 30,000 references to kith and kin, the name
VIRGINIA IMMIGRANTS AND ADVENTURERS, 1607–1635: A Biographical Dictionary
Martha W. McCartney

This book brings together a variety of primary sources regarding Virginia’s earliest European inhabitants and the sparsely populated and fragile communities in which they lived, resulting in the most comprehensive collection of annotated biographical sketches yet published. Ms. McCartney conveys the basics about many of these original colonists: their origins, the names of the ships they sailed on, the names of the “hundreds” and “plantations” they inhabited, the names of their spouses and children, their occupations and their position in the colony, their relationships with fellow colonists and Indian neighbors, their birth and death dates as far as can be ascertained from documents, the circumstances of their ownership of land, the dates and circumstances of their death, and other details about their personal lives.

Maps provided identify the sites at which Virginia’s earliest plantations were located and enable genealogists and students of colonial history to link most of the more than 5,300 people included in this volume to the cultural landscape. An introductory chapter, moreover, includes an overview of local and regional settlement and provides succinct histories of the various plantations established in Tidewater Virginia by 1635.

833 pp., maps, indexed. 2011. ISBN 9780806317778. [GPC 3505. $60.95]

JAMESTOWN PEOPLE TO 1800: Landowners, Public Officials, Minorities, and Native Leaders
Martha W. McCartney

This work provides a detailed look at the people associated with Jamestown from its founding in 1607 to 1800. Based on government records and private archives, it provides historical biographies of several distinct groups of people: Jamestown Island landowners, public officials such as council members and burgesses, Native-American leaders, and African Americans associated with Jamestown. It also covers more than a thousand people who did not own land on Jamestown Island but whose activities brought them to Virginia’s capital city. Using an array of fascinating but little known sources, McCartney offers authoritative biographies and sketches of everyone in the public record associated with Virginia’s capital. She has also enriched her text with a careful study of privately held papers, lending texture to the historical record while filling in little known details about this very distinctive population.

556 pp., maps, indexed. 2012. ISBN 9780806318721. [GPC 3506. $43.50]
in the Virginia State Archives in Richmond. The main body of the text consists of a chronological series of abstracts giving the name of the James City County or Surry County patentees, the location and acreage of the patent and date of settlement, with references to family members and owners of adjoining properties, and the names of the thousands of settlers brought over as “headrights.”

viii, 161 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1990), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806312859. #CFC 1953. $29.50

TWELVE VIRGINIA COUNTIES Where the Western Migration Began

John H. Gwathmey

This scholarly and informative account describes the origin and settlement of the counties of Albemarle, Augusta, Caroline, Essex, Gloucester, Goochland, Hanover, King William, King and Queen, Louisa, New Kent, and Orange and recounts people and events associated with their history. Author John Gwathmey devotes a chapter to each of the 12 counties, gives a history of its formation, and provides sketches of pioneer families and early settlers.

xii, 469 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1937), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806308616. #CFC 2435. $47.00

A HISTORY OF LOUISA COUNTY, VIRGINIA

Malcolm Harris

The first half of the book is organized around five institutional themes: politics, military history, country roads, churches and parishes, and education. Within these chapters, Dr. Harris introduces lists of the individuals who were there when the history was being made: land patentees, parishes and grounds, Revolutionary and Civil War veterans, teachers and their students, and so on.

The second half, misleadingly labeled “Appendix,” provides a list of Louisa marriage bonds from 1767–1800, and 150 pages of family sketches of the county’s pioneer families.

x, 526 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1936), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806355023. #CFC 9831. $57.95

OLD NEW KENT COUNTY [Virginia] Some Account of the Planters, Plantations, and Places

Volume I: New Kent County (Blisland and St. Peter’s Parishes) and King and Queen County (Stratton Major, St. Stephen’s, and Drysdale Parishes)

Volume II: King William County (St. John’s and St. David’s Parishes)

Malcolm Harris

Dr. Harris’ two-volume history and genealogy is one of the great achievements of Virginia local history of the last century. This work takes on even greater importance in light of the loss of county records in New Kent and in King & Queen counties and the survival of mere fragments for King William County prior to 1865.

2 vols. 560 & 502 pp., illus., indexed, paper. ISBN 9780806352931. #CFC 9091. $140.00/set

MARRIED WELL AND OFTEN. Marriages of the Northern Neck of Virginia 1649–1800

Robert K. Headley, Jr.

This work contains a list of 7,000 marriages and boasts an additional 16,000 index entries. Starting with marriage license bonds for Northumberland County (1783–1800), Westmoreland County (1772–1800), Richmond County (1750–1800), and Lancaster County (1701–1800), the author added marriages from scattered licenses, fee books, ministers’ returns, family bibles, and notes in various volumes of court records, finalizing his research in the will books and deed books for Northumberland, Lancaster, Westmoreland, Old Rappahannock, and Richmond counties, as well as in standard publications.

Besides the names of husband and wife and the date of marriage, entries may contain the names of parents, grandparents, former spouses, children of previous marriages, and other relations.

515 pp., indexed, paper. (2003), repr. 2011. ISBN 9780806317328. #CFC 2654. $58.50

NORTHERN NECK WILLS, INVENTORIES & OTHER RECORDS, 1800–1825. Probate, Estate, Guardianship & Chancery Records for the Virginia Counties of Westmoreland, Richmond, Northumberland & Lancaster

Robert K. Headley, Jr.

These abstracts are arranged alphabetically by the name of the deceased followed by the date the record was written or ordered, the date the document was probated or recorded, and the abstract of the record, which might include names of family members, heirs and beneficiaries, witnesses, bequests, inventories of estates, and court cases involving money, land, or slaves. A staggering 20,000 persons are named.

xi, 654 pp., indexed, paper. 2014. ISBN 9780806319858. #CFC 2656. $65.00

VIRGINIA GENEALOGY: Sources & Resources

Carol McGinnis

This is an encyclopedic listing of Virginia sources and resources for the genealogist. Ms. McGinnis devotes entire chapters to subjects as Virginia land, people, and history; immigration and migration; vital records; Bible and church records; census records; land and court records; manuscripts and records abroad; ethnic Virginia; slavery and African-Americans; counties and their records; independent cities and their records; genealogical collections; and genealogical societies.

505 pp., maps and charts, paper. (1993), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806313795. #CFC 3526. $41.50


LEWIS OF WARNER HALL

Merrow E. Sorley

The Lewis family of Warner Hall, York Co., VA, probably descends from Robert Lewis of Britton, Wales, who came to Virginia in 1635. This book traces his descendants in the male and female lines, and descents from other early Virginia families. The bulk of this work is concerned with Col. John Lewis and Francis Fielding and their descendants; Col. Charles Lewis and Mary Howell and their descendants; and Col. Robert Lewis and Jane Meredith and their descendants, with much attention given to these related families: Ambler, Ball, Barrett, Bowles, Bushrod, Byrd, Carter, Cobs, Crawford, Eppe, Fauntroy, Fielding, Griffin, Howell, Isham, Jefferson, Kennon, Marshall, Piercy, Ragland, Randolph, Taliadore, Taylor, Thompson, Walker, Washington, Willis, Woodson, and Worsham.

887 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1932), repr. 2012. ISBN 9780806317962. #CFC 5500. $91.00

VIRGINIA VALLEY RECORDS. Genealogical and Historical Materials of Rockingham County, Virginia, and Related Regions

John W. Wayland

The material in this work is compiled from public records of the counties of Rockingham, Augusta, Greenbrier, Wythe, and Montgomery. The types of records include landowners, church records, militia records, wills, and sketches of prominent early settlers.

491 pp., indexed, paper. (1930), repr. 2003. ISBN 9780806303727. #CFC 6180. $52.50

MARRIAGES OF SOME VIRGINIA RESIDENTS, 1607–1800. Four Volumes

Dorothy Ford Wulke

This work not only contains the records of approximately 40,000 marriages with references to about a quarter-million individuals, but it also derives from Bible records and references found in wills, deeds, court suits, and orphans’ court records.

Brides and grooms are listed in a single alphabetical sequence; all other persons mentioned in the records are indexed separately. Mrs. Wulke’s marriage records relate to three classes of people: (1) those who were married before settling in Virginia; (2) those who were married in Virginia; and (3) those who married after moving from Virginia to another colony or state.


WEST VIRGINIA

WEST VIRGINIA GENEALOGY: Sources & Resources

Carol McGinnis

This detailed guide tells you what records to look for, what records are available, and where they can be found. It identifies records on the state level, the regional level, and then the county level, providing details of vital records, Bible records, records, cemetery records, newspapers, naturalizations, military records, census records, land records, maps and city directories. The main focus is on the holdings of the various institutions whose resources and facilities are vital to the genealogist: county by county, it lists the names, addresses and hours of business of libraries, archives, societies, courthouses, and other record repositories.


WEST VIRGINIA REVOLUTIONARY ANCESTORS Whose Services Were Non-military

Anne Walter Reddy

This is a list of names of approximately 2,000 West Virginians whose Public Claims are on record at the Virginia State Library. Claims were filed by people who nursed the sick and wounded, fed the troops, furnished supplies, buried the dead, rode express, and manufactured firearms. This index contains names of patriots.
whose services are recorded in no other place unless they rendered military as well as non-
military service.

191 pp., paper. (1930), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806302911. #CFC 4820. $18.50

CANADA

EARLY ONTARIO SETTLERS. A Source Book
Norman K. Crouder

Covering the years 1783–1789, this work con-
tains official records of the early settlers of Upper
Canada, or Ontario—chiefly population returns,
provision list, listing settlers’ location lists, and lists
of immigrant arrivals. These lists give the name
of the head of household, place of settlement, and
statistical details of the family. Most of the set-
tlers were from the American colonies, especially
New York’s Albany area and the Mohawk Valley.

COMPANIONS OF CHAMPLAIN: Founding Families of Quebec, 1608–1635, with 2016
Addendum
Denise Larson

The original 18 pioneer families who inhabited
Quebec during Champlain’s lifetime are the focal
point of this work. The author traces the genealogy
for three generations of the following 18 founding families: Amiot/Amiot, Boucher, Bourdon, Cloutier, Cote/
Cote, Couillard/Couillard, Delaunay, Desportes, Giffard,
Guyon, Hébert (Quebec’s first family colony), Hébert, is followed through the first century, Juchereau, Langlois, Marsolet,
Amiot/Amyot, Boucher,

FUNCTIONING AS THE

#GPC 4712. $36.00

NORTH AMERICA’S MARITIME FUNNEL: The
Ships that Brought the Irish, 1749–1852
Terrence M. Punch

Functioning as the narrow end of a funnel through which thousands dispersed widely across
the North American continent, the Maritime Provinces of
Canada offered easy access, beckoning immigrants from
Ireland’s catchment area along the waterways of
Dublin, London, and Cork. This book provides a
chronological listing of all documented 1,050 voy-
eges between Ireland and the Maritimes, giving
the names of the vessels, their port and date of
departure as well as their port of arrival and indi-
cates the number of passengers and sometimes
their names and destination. Only 123 passenger
lists of the 1,050 voyages survive, but by dint of
groundbreaking research, Mr. Punch has man-
aged to fill in many of the gaps.

8½” x 11”, 171 pp., indexed, paper. 2012. ISBN 9780806319650. #CFC 4716. $36.00

SOME EARLY SCOTS IN MARITIME CANADA.
Volumes I–III
Terrence M. Punch

Only after 1770 did the Maritime Provinces of
Canada begin to attract Scots settlers, mainly but
do not exclusively from the Scottish Highlands.
The Scots pursued their stamp on Cape Breton Island,
the eastern mainland of Nova Scotia, much of Prince
Edward Island, and coastal regions of New Brunswick.

These three volumes are based on materi-
als found in the Nova Scotia Archives and the
Public Archives of New Brunswick, among
others. Records consulted range from newspa-
pers, passenger announcements of marriages and deaths to
cemetery records and censuses, and from rare
passenger lists to probate records.

Vol. I: 8½” x 11”, 180 pp., paper. 2011. ISBN 9780806318769. #CFC 4713. $36.00

Vol. II: 8½” x 11”,178 pp., paper. 2011. ISBN 9780806318776. #CFC 4714. $36.00

Vol. III: 8½” x 11”, 177 pp., paper. 2012. ISBN 9780806319223. #CFC 4715. $36.00

GUIDE TO QUEBEC CATHOLIC PARISHES
AND PUBLISHED PARISH MARRIAGE
RECORDS
Jeanne Sauve White

The bulk of this work consists of county-by-
county lists of parishes within the Province of
Quebec, and all known Catholic parishes are
listed to 1900. Each list gives the names of all
the parishes within that county, arranged in order
of formation, with the date of the oldest records
for that parish. A reference letter and name alter-
the parish indicates the compiler and publisher of
a marriage register for that parish or whether
the marriages for that parish may be found in the
important “Loiselles Marriage Index.”

vi, 146 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1993), repr.
2008. ISBN 9780806345703. #CFC 9580. $24.50

ENGLAND

A TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF
ENGLAND. Four Volumes
Samuel Lewis

This work guides the researcher to the English
parishes and chapels that are of importance
in finding probate records. In alphabetical
order, every county, city, borough, market town,
post town parish, chapel, township, hamlet,
thatch, and hundred in England is recorded
and described. Even the most obscure place is
identified in relation to a parish and in most cases to a
specific church.

4 vols. 2,464 pp. in all, illus., indexed, hardcover.
(1831), repr. 1996. ISBN 9780806315089. #CFC
3360. $190.00/set

EMIGRANTS IN CHAINS. A Social History
of Forced Emigration to the Americas of
Felons, Destitute Children, Political and
Religious Non-Conformists, Vagabonds,
Beggars and other Undesirables, 1607–1776
Peter Wilson Coldham

By 1776, the prisons of England had disgorged some
50,000 of their inmates to the American colonies, most
of them destined to survive and, with their descendents,
to populate the land of their exile.

Supported by a massive array
of documentary evidence and first-hand testimony,
this book focuses on the

ANCESTRAL TRAILS. The Complete Guide to British Genealogy and Family History
2nd Edition
Mark D. Herber

Ancestral Trails enables the researcher to form a coherent picture of past
generations by describing virtually every class of record in every repository
and library in Britain. The book guides the researcher through the voluminous
British archives, extending back to medieval times, and provides a detailed view of
the records and published sources available, analyzing each record and guiding
the researcher to finding-aids and indexes. In this context, Mr. Herber is careful to
link sources together to ensure that researchers can use material found in one
source to assist a search in other sources. This second edition also brings the
reader up-to-date with the many important changes that have recently taken
place in British genealogy.

Writing in the Foreword to the second edition, John Titford remarks that “an
increasing amount of material of relevance to family historians is being made
available in print, on microform, on CD-ROM, and on the Internet. Each finding
aids appear and older ones become redundant; record repositories, libraries,
family history societies and other interest groups appear afresh on the scene. . . .
None of this has escaped the notice of the author of Ancestral Trails, and this new
edition to which the phrase ‘bigger and better’ hardly does justice, is testimony to the
continuing careful attention to detail which characterised the first edition.”

894 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (2006), repr. 2007. ISBN 9780806317717. #CFC 2692. $60.95
emergence and use of transportation as a means of dealing with an unwanted population, dwelling at length on the processes involved, the men charged with the administration of the system of transportation or engaged in transportation as a business. It then proceeds with a fascinating look at the transportees themselves, their lives and hapless careers, and their reception in the colonies.

196 pp., paper. (1992), repr. 2007, ISBN 9780806317786. #GPC 1109. $23.50

WALES

John & Sheila Rowlands, et al.

This handbook deals primarily with those aspects of family history research that are unique to Wales. Each chapter is written by a specialist in the field and treats an essential tool of Welsh genealogy. Coverage includes but is not limited to the following topics: Welsh archives, family history societies, parish registers, civil registration, surnames, place names, the IGI for Wales, wills and estate records, printed and manuscript pedigrees, emigration, and a variety of miscellaneous sources.

2nd ed. 325 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1999), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806316208. #GPC 5030. $29.50

SECOND STAGES IN RESEARCHING WELSH ANCESTRY
John & Sheila Rowlands

This book is a compendium of contributions by experts in different fields. There are chapters dealing with aspects of community life, different occupations, surnames, old documents, maps, estate records, and family histories (the Vaughans of Trawsgoed, the Lloyds of TyNewydd, Morris Reignald, Titus Jones, and “Baron” Lewis Owen). The book contains several case studies, while still other chapters cover Catholics in Wales, Urban book contains several case studies, while still

THE SURNAMES OF WALES. Updated and Expanded Edition
John & Sheila Rowlands

This new edition contains new chapters and several updated and expanded chapters, with information regarding more than 270,000 surnames found in parish records throughout Wales. Some of the new features include a study of how Welsh patronymics changed to settled surnames, surname geographic distribution, an expanded glossary of Welsh surnames, and a glossary of Welsh given names.

344 pp., indexed, paper. 2014. ISBN 9780806319973. #GPC 5031. $43.50

IRELAND

THE PEOPLE OF IRELAND, 1600–1699
David Dobson

This series draws on the following primary sources: published government records; references found in Irish, English, Scottish and Dutch archives; and the many volumes of the published Calendar of State Papers relating to Ireland. Published in London between 1860 and 1910, this series contains a storehouse of genealogical informa- tion for the years 1509–1670. The 3,200 people listed in these two volumes are predominantly of native Irish and immigrant English origin, as well as a handful of Huguenot and Dutch immigrants.


Part Two: 108 pp., paper. 2009. ISBN 9780806354217. #CFC 9700. $22.50


Part Four: 116 pp., paper. 2014. ISBN 9780806357027. #CFC 8108. $18.50

IRISH AND SCOTCH-IRISH ANCESTRAL RESEARCH. A Guide to the Genealogical Records, Methods, and Sources in Ireland. Two Volumes
Margaret Dixon Falley

The first volume of this guide describes genealogical collections and indexes in all the major Irish repositories and the published indexes, catalogues, and printed sources available in Ireland and the United States. Volume Two is a bibliography of family histories, pedigrees, and source materials published in books and periodicals, and covers such printed works as parish, town and county histories, church records, and family histories.

2 vols, 1,167 pp. in all, indexed, paper. (1962), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806309163. #GPC 1755. $119.00/set

GENERAL ALPHABETICAL INDEX to the Townlands and Towns, Parishes and Baronies of Ireland. Based on the Census of Ireland for the Year 1851

Since research in Ireland will usually start at the parish level, there must be a reference tool that will key the townland—the smallest territorial subdivision in Ireland—to the parish in which it is located. This work was prepared under the auspices of the British government for almost that purpose. It shows the county, barony, parish, and poor law union in which the 70,000 townlands were situated in 1851, as well as the location of the townlands on the Great Ordnance Survey maps, with appendices containing separate indexes to parishes and baronies.

968 pp., paper. (1861), repr. 2006. ISBN 9780806310527. #GPC 2962. $76.00

A TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF IRELAND. Two Volumes
Samuel Lewis

Arranged alphabetically by place (village, parish, town, etc.), this work provides a description of all Irish localities, showing exactly where a particular civil parish was located in relation to the nearest town, barony, county, and province in which it was situated, its principal households, the diocese in which it was situated, and the Roman Catholic district in which the parish was located and the names of corresponding Catholic parishes.

2 vols. 1,480 pp. in all, illus., indexed, paper. (1837), repr. 2004. ISBN 9780806310633. #CFC 3370. $147.00/set

BASIC GUIDE TO IRISH RECORDS FOR FAMILY HISTORY
Brian Mitchell

Mr. Mitchell’s latest offering was inspired by the growing number of Irish sources available on the Internet and provides an up-to-date overview of the key sources for Irish research. According to the author, Irish genealogical records fall into the following eight major categories: (1) civil registers of births, marriages, and deaths; (2) church registers of baptisms, marriages, and burials; (3) gravestone inscriptions; (4) wills; (5) 1901 and 1911 census returns; (6) early 19th-century Griffith’s Valuation; (7) early 19th-century Tithe Apportionment Books; and (8) other census substitutes. Each source is examined in detail.

Emphasizing the role of geography in Irish genealogy, the author explains that the country is divided into seven overlapping administrative divisions and clarifies the genealogical function of each. The final sections list Internet sites devoted exclusively or substantially to Irish genealogical research and also provide a core bibliography of the best sources now available.
A NEW GENEALOGICAL ATLAS OF IRELAND. Second Edition
Brian Mitchell

This second edition includes additional maps detailing the location of Roman Catholic parishes in all 32 counties of Ireland and Presbyterian congregations in the nine counties of Northern Ireland. It is not only invaluable for tracing your ancestors in church records but also for locating ancestors in civil records, for it provides a description and maps of the parochial and civil administrative divisions to which all major Irish record sources are linked. Mr. Mitchell has drawn at least four, and sometimes five, maps for every county. The first county map depicts the civil/Church of Ireland parishes; the second world histories and Church of Ireland dioceses; the third Ordnance Survey maps illustrate the poor law unions and the parishes included within the probate districts serving that county; the fourth plots Roman Catholic parishes and dioceses; and the fifth locates Presbyterian congregations for the nine counties of Northern Ireland. The book includes three maps of Ireland to show the area covered by each county, diocese, and probate district. In addition, it describes all of the major record sources of Ireland.

2nd ed. 175 pp., illus., maps, paper. (2002), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806316840. zCPC 3853. $24.50

A GUIDE TO IRISH PARISH REGISTERS
Brian Mitchell

In this book every church and burial ground in Ireland is identified in relation to a townland or street address. Each townland is located in its appropriate civil parish, and each parish is listed alphabetically within its county and is preceded by a number which gives its location in A New Genealogical Atlas of Ireland (see #3853). An Ordnance Survey number lets the researcher pinpoint the church’s exact location on a six-inch Ordnance Survey map. Churches that are now defunct and graveyards that have been separated from their churches can be located with this guide.

253 pp., paper. (1990), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806312668. zCPC 3856. $41.50

A GUIDE TO IRISH CHURCHES AND GRAVEYARDS
Brian Mitchell

This is a guide to existing Irish parish registers for all denominations, their starting dates, and where or how they can be located. It also links the parish registers to Griffith’s Valuation of Ireland, the great survey of property holders taken between 1848 and 1864. It provides map references to Mr. Mitchell’s New Genealogical Atlas of Ireland and to the maps accompanying the householders’ index to Griffith’s Valuation, allowing the researcher to identify both the valuation and the parish records by the same administrative division—the civil parish.

151 pp., paper. (1988), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806312156. zCPC 3852. $11.00

POCKET GUIDE TO IRISH GENEALOGY.
Third Edition
Brian Mitchell

Brian Mitchell blends case studies, maps, charts, and his own mastery of the subject to convey. For this third edition, Mr. Mitchell has completely overhauled and updated the two chapters on Ireland’s major genealogical record offices and heritage centers. The basics of Irish genealogical research. The concluding chapter—new in this edition—lists 40 websites that are useful for Irish genealogical research. The book also includes a crucial chapter on “Irish Genealogy and the Internet.”


THE SURNAMES OF NORTH WEST IRELAND: Concise Histories of the Major Surnames of Gaelic and Planter Origin
Brian Mitchell

Drawing on a range of primary and secondary sources, the author has produced 324 single-page histories of surnames that either originated in or became established in North West Ireland. Mr. Mitchell estimates that these histories document the surname origins of over 80% of people with roots in North West Ireland.

Most of the histories describe the geographic prevalence of the name in North West Ireland today, the ancient origins of the name’s founders, the name’s meaning, the expansion/contraction of the name, surname variations, and much more. These characteristics distinguish Brian Mitchell’s book as the most important addition to Irish onomastics in many years.

xii, 326 pp., paper. 2010. ISBN 9780806354576. zCPC 9966. $47.00

RICHARD GRIFFITH AND HIS VALUATIONS OF IRELAND. With an Inventory of the Books of the General Valuation of Rateable Property in Ireland
James R. Reilly

The first half of this work describes the methods used by Griffith and his colleagues in producing the land valuation and, in particular, the great Ordnance Survey of Irish townlands which fixed local boundaries throughout Ireland. In the genealogical section, Mr. Reilly burrows into the intricacies of the valuations, showing how an understanding of the abbreviations and shorthand used by the valuers can lead the researcher from the valuation to other Irish records concerning one’s ancestors. The appendices include a glossary of key terms, dates of publication of the Ordnance Survey Memoirs, county-by-county commencement and completion dates of the tenement valuations conducted from 1846 to 1864, and an inventory of the Books of Sir Richard Griffith’s General Valuation of Rateable Property in Ireland.

8½” x 11” viii, 108 pp., illus., paper. (2000), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806349541. zCFC 9371. $27.50

INDEX TO THE PROROGATIVE WILLS OF IRELAND, 1536–1810
Sir Arthur Vicars

This index contains 40,000 entries arranged alphabetically by the name of the testator, showing his rank, occupation, or condition; his town or county of residence, and the year when the estate was probated.

512 pp., indexed, paper. (1897), repr. 1997. ISBN 9780806303611. zCFC 6060. $47.00

SCOTLAND

HUGUENOT AND SCOTS LINKS, 1575–1775
David Dobson

Fearing reprisals after Louis XIV rescinded the Edict of Nantes in 1685, Huguenots fled to the Netherlands, Germany, Scandinavia, England, America, and, in a few cases, to Scotland. Most of these emigrants settled in the Canongate, then a separate burgh but now a part of Edinburgh. Working from baptismal registers, burghs rolls, tax lists, marriage registers, and other primary sources, David Dobson has unearthed information concerning over 1,000 Scottish Huguenots or their descendants. For each individual, the compiler provides the name, a local, a date, usually an occupation, and something about the person.

vi, 92 pp., paper. 2008. ISBN 9780806352848. zCFC 9881. $18.00

SCOTLAND DURING THE PLANTATION OF ULSTER, 1600–1699
David Dobson

All four volumes in the series are designed to assist family historians researching their origins during the 17th century. Since only seventeen parish registers of the Church of Scotland prior to 1685 survive for this area, Mr. Dobson’s researches attempt to fill the void as best as possible. The volumes are based, overwhelmingly, on primary sources in the National Archives of Scotland and Edinburgh, and they are fully referenced. The single most important source used in the compilations are the Registers of Testaments for Glasgow. The inhabitants are arranged alphabetically and are identified by a town or townland, date, and source.


TRACING YOUR SCOTTISH ANCESTRY. Third Edition
Kathleen B. Cory

Revised and updated by Leslie Hodgson, this third edition is packed with information and advice on basic research techniques. It focuses on the holdings of the two principal Scottish record repositories, the General Register Office at New Register House and the Scottish Record Office, both in Edinburgh. Referring to records of births, marriages, and deaths before and after 1855 and census returns from 1841 to 1891 at the first-named location, and wills, testaments, deeds, and church records at the other, the author guides you to successful conclusion of your search. New subjects covered in the third edition include the reorganization of local archives, the digitization and accessibility of old records, and the use of local history in genealogy. There are also chapters on family names, clans and tartans, heraldry, and record repositories outside of Edinburgh.

Dumfries & Galloway: 142 pp., map, paper (2008), repr. 2009. ISBN 9780806353876. #CFC 9017. $24.00


SCOT-IRISH LINKS, 1575–1725.

Part One–Ten

David Dobson

This series helps the researcher to link an individual first to Ulster and then back to Scotland. Drawing on primary source material in the British Museum in London, the Public Record Office and Trinity College in Dublin, the Public Record Office in Northern Ireland in Belfast, as well as Scottish sources, these seven parts identify approximately 8,000 Lowland Scots who migrated to Ulster as university students, apprentices, ministers, merchants, weavers, teachers, or persons in flight. Typically, each listing gives the Scottish-Irish person's name, occupation, place of residence, a date, and the source; in a number of cases, Mr. Dobson also provides information on spouse, children, local origins, and landholdings.


Part Three: 214 pp., map, paper. (2001), repr. 2007. ISBN 9780806351025. #CFC 9412. $27.50


Part Seven: 122 pp., illus., paper. 2008. ISBN 9780806353920. #CFC 9904. $22.50

Part Eight: 104 pp., illus., paper. 2010. ISBN 9780806354613. #CFC 9802. $18.50


THE SCOTTISH SURNAMES OF COLONIAL AMERICA

David Dobson

This work attempts to identify Scottish names, provide explanations of their meaning and significance, give examples, and where applicable, name the clan with which the family is linked. Mr. Dobson identifies about 1,000 Scottish surnames and their derivatives and also mentions one or more Scottish clans to which the family is linked. Mr. Dobson also provides information on spouse, children, local origins, and landholdings.

SEARCHING FOR SCOTCH-IRISH ROOTS IN SCOTTISH RECORDS, 1600–1750

David Dobson

This book identifies source material in Scottish libraries and archives that could enable people of Scotch-Irish (Scottish-Irish) ancestry (i.e., the Ulster Scots) to locate their Scottish roots.

vi, 107 pp., maps, index, paper. (2007), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806353173. #CFC 9813. $27.50

A TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF SCOTLAND. Two Volumes

Samuel Lewis

Arranged alphabetically by place (village, parish, town, etc.), it provides a description of all Scottish localities, showing where a village was located in relation to its parish or nearest town and district and the names of villages situated within it, the number of inhabitants of a given locality, the main landowners, and chief topographical features. This gazetteer enables you to identify a given locality in relation to a parish and to identify the location of the parish records.

2 vols, 1,233 pp. in all, illus., indexed, paper. (1851), repr. 2002. ISBN 9780806312532. #CFC 3368. $121.90/set

EUROPE

SEARCHING FOR FLEMISH (BELGIAN) ANCESTORS

Josef J. Goethals in collaboration with Karel Denegs, (CICM)

This is the first English-language guidebook for tracing Flemish ancestors from Belgium. It identifies Flemish-American genealogical organizations, vital records of the Flemish Civil Registry (1796–1900), parish registers (1600–1796), court records, orphan records, tax lists, and citizenship records. Mr. Goethals translates sample records from each category into English from the original Flemish, French, and Latin. The work also contains a discourse on Flemish names and naming practices as well as a glossary of Flemish, French, and Latin terms commonly used in Belgian genealogical documents.

8½” x 11”. 81 pp., illus., paper. (2007), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806353425. #CFC 9313. $24.50

ADDRESS BOOK FOR GERMANIC GENEALOGY. Sixth Edition

Ernest Thode

This sixth edition brings many addresses up to date and adds numerous others, especially municipal archive addresses and addresses of local European historical and genealogical societies. It is indispensable for genealogical researchers with interests in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and other German-speaking areas of central and western Europe.

Beginning with an exhaustive list of addresses in America, followed by an itemization of German and German-area addresses, this edition refers to nearly 2,000 genealogical and related societies, state and municipal archives, civil registration of residents, records of cities, towns and districts, censuses, military records, and records from former German communities now in other countries.

2 vols, 1,198 pp. in all, maps, indexed, paper. (2004), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806320922. #GCP 6505. $98.00/set

ANCESTORS IN GERMAN ARCHIVES. A Guide to Family History Sources. Two Volumes

Raymond S. Wright III

This work is the outgrowth of a project by Brigham Young University to survey all record holdings in about 2,000 public and private archives of the Federal Republic of Germany. For each of the archives, information is provided under the following headings: name and address of the archive (including phone, fax, e-mail, and website), jurisdiction of the archive, organization of the archive’s records, published or descriptions of collections, emigration records, records of churches or religious communities, civil registration of births, marriages, and deaths, civil registration of residents, and records of cities, towns and districts, censuses, military records, and records from former German communities now in other countries.

2 vols, 1,198 pp. in all, maps, indexed, paper. (2004), repr. 2010. ISBN 9780806317472. #GCP 6505. $98.00/set

OUR ITALIAN SURNAMES

Joseph G. Fucilla

Our Italian Surnames covers every facet of Italian names and naming practices. Besides giving names and the evolution of Italian surnames, the book contains chapters on pet names, botanical names, geographical names, bird names, insect names, and genealogical abbreviations in the dictionary.

299 pp., indexed, paper. (1949), repr. 2003. ISBN 9780806311876. #GCP 2082. $34.00

GERMAN-ENGLISH GENEALOGICAL DICTIONARY

Ernest Thode

This dictionary covers thousands of German terms and defines them in single words or brief phrases. All words, symbols, and abbreviations in the dictionary were chosen on the basis of their association with genealogy, having been noted in church records, civil registration records, family correspondence, genealogical journals, ships’ passenger lists, and emigration records. In conjunction with a standard German-English dictionary, the user should be able to make a word-by-word translation of any German document and understand it.

8½” x 11”. 310 pp., paper. (1992), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806311349. #GCP 5758. $43.50

HISTORIC GERMAN PAPERS ON-LINE. Second Edition

Ernest Thode

There are now about 2,000 historic German-language newspapers online at numerous public, private, and commercial websites, comprising billions of pages and referring to millions of individuals. Most of the papers cited here are from Germany and the former Austro-Hungarian Empire, though there are papers from as far away as China and Oklahoma. The genealogical information in these newspapers is almost limitless.

330 pp., indexed, paper. 2019. ISBN 9780806320922. #GCP 5760. $35.00


John Philip Colletta

This work identifies the resources available here in the U.S. for researching back to your immigrant ancestor, then shows how you can tap into the wealth of information available in the town halls, archives, church records, and genealogical archives in Italy.

This second edition, moreover, covers Internet resources for Italian genealogy. Includes a glossary of key Italian terms and an extensive annotated bibliography.


BIBLIOGRAPHY
POLISH ROOTS. Second Edition
Rosemary A. Chorzempa

Mrs. Chorzempa begins with an examination of Polish-American resources, touching first on records kept by the Polish-American family, then veering off into a discussion of the standard records employed in genealogical research, such as census and naturalization records, ships’ passenger lists, vital records of birth, marriage, and death, records of fraternal societies, newspapers, church records, and military records. She treats each of these record groups in the context of Polish-American research, setting a framework for her discussion of the records held by the LDS Church in Salt Lake City. She also provides a breakdown of libraries and archives with Polish genealogical materials and a comprehensive list of Polish genealogical societies.

The bulk of the book focuses on research in Poland, as the author shows the reader how to find and use church and civil records; how and where to locate research services, libraries, and archives; how to make sense of Polish names and the spelling practices of the major ethnic groups; and how, ultimately, to deal with the Polish language. Also contains a letter-writing guide, a transmigration of queries and requests to be sent to Polish churches, civil record offices, and institutions for permissions of obtaining assistance.

298 pp., illus., maps. paper. 2014. ISBN 9780806320045. #GPC 981. $27.50

BARBADOS / HISPANIC / ASIA

GENEALOGIES OF BARBADOS FAMILIES From Caribbeana and The Journal of the Barbados Museum and Historical Society James C. Brandow

This collection of articles ranges from conven- tional genealogies and pedigrees to will abstracts and Bible records and refers to some 15,000 per- sons. It also contains notes on the connections between Barbados and New England families, as well as four lists of Barbadian Quakers.

xvi, 753 pp., illus., indexed. paper. (1983), repr. 2008. ISBN 9780806310046. #GPC 658. $60.95

TRACING ANCESTORS IN BARBADOS. A Practical Guide Geraldine Lane

This groundbreaking manual covers all sec- tions of Barbadian soci- ety, from English planter families to indentured servants and the tens of thousands of Africans brought in as slaves. Many of these people subsequently moved on to the United States and other destinations to seek their fortune beyond Bar- bados. Records of bapt- ism, marriage, and burial for Anglican and other denominations—as well as those of birth and death—are described here in detail. Other subjects covered include wills, deeds, censuses, military records, immigration and emigration, cemetery records, and records of slaves and plantation ownership. Developments in DNA testing are also examined as well as Inter- net sources and numerous published sources.

171 pp., indexed, paper. (2006), repr. 2007. ISBN 9780806317656. #GPC 3282. $23.50

CUBAN CENSUS RECORDS OF THE 16th, 17th, and 18th CENTURIES. Rev. Ed. Peter E. Carr

The data covered in this work was transcribed from records in the Archivo General de Indias in Seville, Spain. These records cover the time period 1520 to 1797 and include residents’ lists, military lists, and census records. In many cases, the lists give the names, ages, military rank, fam- ily relationships, and occupations of the several thousand individuals covered.

x, 314 pp., indexed, paper. 1993. ISBN 97808086352480. #CFC 9846. $18.95

HISPANIC SURNAMES AND FAMILY HISTORY. By Lyman D. Platt. See #GPC 4635, p. 5.

FINING YOUR HISPANIC ROOTS George R. Ryskamp

This work provides detailed information on the records, sources, and reference works used in research in all major Hispanic countries. Starting with an examination of basic research principles and techniques, it goes on to discuss language and handwriting, Hispanic surnames, methods of tracing Hispanic immigrants in U.S. records, and how to conduct Hispanic genea- logical research in LDS Family History Centers. The work then examines the types of records found in all Hispanic countries and indicates where particular record types are found. Covered here are civil registers of births, marriages, and deaths; church records of baptisms, marriages, and burials; census records; military records; and the often under-utilized notarial records.


In Search of Your Asian Roots: GENEALOGICAL RESOURCES ON CHINESE SURNAMES Sheau-yueh J. Chao

This is a ground-breaking treatise on the related topics of Chinese-American genealogy and Chinese onomastics. In fact, the book is the first basic tool in English to trace the origins of Chinese surnames. Chapter 1 describes the his- tory of Chinese surnames. Chapter 2 delivers a genealogical analysis of more than 600 Chinese surnames. Typically each surname sketch depicts the founder or other originating influence upon the name, the various locales associated with the surname, reasons behind alterations in the name, and so on. Chapter 3 is an annotated bibliogra- phy of Chinese and English language sources on Chinese surnames. The work concludes with sepa- rate indexes to family names, authors, titles, and Chinese-character stroke numbers (one mecha- nism used for grouping Chinese characters).


SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA GENEALOGIES John W. Pritchett

This is a compilation of several hundred family histories, each of which, typi- cally, extends back to the colonial period in Southside Virginia. It includes nearly 400 biographical/genea- logical narratives of residents of the area of Virginia south of the James River, east of the Blue Ridge Mountains, and north of the North Carolina border. Altogether, this CD contains more than 67,000 citations, including references to about 10,000 marriages, 9,000 wills, 10,000 deeds, 3,800 land patents and grants, and 3,000 census reports, with notes on more than 1,000 members of the Virginia legislature, 230 members of Con- gress, and hundreds of veterans of the Revolution and the Civil War.

The search engine for this CD, based on the Adobe Acrobat platform, allows you to search the records by name or keyword, and can be used on a Mac or a PC. #GPC 7534. $29.99

THE FAMILY HISTORY RESEARCH TOOLKIT. Forms & Charts for Genealogical Research Michael Hait

Contains forms and charts that are essen- tial for genealogical re- search. The forms can be printed as blank forms for onsite research or filled in and printed or saved for permanent storage. The forms in- clude: Family Group Record, Pedigree Chart, Research Log, Census Extraction forms (1850– 1930), Household Tracker forms (1790–1900), and much more. Each form has been created as an Adobe PDF form. This CD can be used on a Mac or a PC and requires Adobe Acrobat Reader 8 or higher. #GPC 7535. $29.99


Containing 1.2 mil- lion records of births, marriages, and deaths from more than 135 Connecticut towns plus another 300,000 records from cemeteries, probate records, tax records, and family Bibles, from approxi- mately 1633 to around 1850, this is by far the largest collection of Connecticut town records ever assembled in one place. The Barbour Collection of Connecticut Town Vital Records forms the core of this collection, providing names of children, par- ents, spouses, and others mentioned in the records, with the dates and places of the events also noted. In addition, this compilation includes vital statistics from several Connecticut towns not included by Barbour, information gleaned from Bibles and church records, and published cemetery records. The search engine, based on the Adobe Acrobat platform, allows you to search the records by name or keyword, and can be used on a Mac or a PC. #GPC 7535. $65.99

THE FAMILY HISTORY RESEARCH TOOLKIT. Forms & Charts for Genealogical Research Michael Hait

Contains forms and charts that are essen- tial for genealogical re- search. The forms can be printed as blank forms for onsite research or filled in and printed or saved for permanent storage. The forms in- clude: Family Group Record, Pedigree Chart, Research Log, Census Extraction forms (1850– 1930), Household Tracker forms (1790–1900), and much more. Each form has been created as an Adobe PDF form. This CD can be used on a Mac or a PC and requires Adobe Acrobat Reader 8 or higher. #GPC 7535. $29.99
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